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ABSTRACT 
 

As concerns about climate change continue to intensify, one way to motivate companies 

to take meaningful climate action agnostic to political intervention is identifying 

economically attractive strategies to mitigate CO2 emissions. The idea of recycling and 

reusing waste resources is very established; however, there still exist numerous new 

opportunities to repurpose waste in the industrial sector. The objective of this work is to 

explore opportunities within the hydrocarbons processing industry to utilize excess 

resources to reduce CO2 emissions while improving overall economics.  

There are two key components in this work: the design of a Carbon-Hydrogen-Oxygen-

SYmbiosis Network (CHOSYN) with CO2 emissions constraints, and the monetization 

of excess renewable power via the integration of power-to-gas (PtG) and the natural gas 

infrastructure. 

First, a bi-objective optimization based approach is proposed to understand the tradeoffs 

between cost reduction and CO2 emissions reduction while integrating an eco-industrial 

park. This work found that the economic tradeoff between maximizing CO2 abatement 

and maximizing cost savings was small.  

Second, a framework for integrating excess power and the natural gas infrastructure via 

electrolysis (PtG) to produce hydrogen, oxygen and other hydrocarbons was presented. 

The key features of this work were understanding the tradeoffs between total capacity 

and capacity utilization, and the co-monetization of both hydrogen and oxygen. This 
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work found that although the economic return on PtG projects was small, the economic 

performance did improve meaningfully with the co-monetization of hydrogen and 

oxygen.  
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1. INTRODUCTION1 
 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

Over the past 650,000 years, CO2 levels varied between 180 ppm and 300 ppm with 

relatively stable levels between 260 and 280 ppm in the 10,000 years prior to the 

industrial revolution. Since the industrial revolution of the mid-18th century, the creation 

of anthropogenic sources has outpaced the creation of anthropogenic sinks resulting in 

significant increases in atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration. In 2013, the 

atmospheric concentration of CO2 exceeded 400 ppm for the first time in recorded 

history and has continued to increase in recent years.  

Gases such as carbon dioxide, water vapor, methane (collectively referred to as 

greenhouse gasses or GHGs), are the primary driving force behind the greenhouse effect 

which warms the Earth’s climate to livable conditions. However, the aforementioned 

increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide intensified the greenhouse effect resulting in 

global climate change that, if left unmitigated, may contribute to irreversible damage to 

eco-systems as well as significant loss of social, economic and food security. 

Researchers are actively exploring various strategies to bring CO2 sources and sinks 

back into balance in order to mitigate climate change in accordance with international 

 

 
1 Part of the text in this section is reprinted with permission from “CO2 Footprint Reduction Via The 
Optimal Design Of Carbon-Hydrogen-Oxygen Symbiosis Networks (CHOSYNS)” by Marc Panu, Kevin 
Topolski, Sarah Abrash and Mahmoud El-Halwagi, 2019. Chemical Engineering Science, 203, 1-11, 2019 
by Elsevier. 
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objectives such as those outlined at the 21st Conference of the Parties of the United 

Nations Framework Convention of Climate Change (UNFCCC) [1].  

One of the enabling strategies to reduce the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere is 

carbon capture, utilization and sequestration (CCUS). A CCUS typically involves 

physically capturing the streams containing CO2, separating the CO2 from other 

components, compressing and transporting it to site(s) where it can be utilized or 

sequestered. Utilization and sequestration strategies are wide ranging and include: 

sequestering CO2 in geological structures, chemicals, biological organisms, utilizing 

CO2 as a solvent, and converting it to useful chemicals or fuels.  

Many technologies exist to separate CO2 from other components. These technologies 

include: absorption (primarily amines), adsorption, membrane separation, looping, and 

cryogenic distillation. Depending on the source of the CO2 each technology has distinct 

advantages and disadvantage. Spigarelli et. al. [2] outlines the various capture 

technologies and strategies used to separate CO2 from material streams.  The separated 

CO2 may be sequestered via long-term storage. Alternatively, the captured CO2 may be 

utilized to add value to industrial activities such as enhanced oil recovery, use as a 

solvent, and conversion to fuels or chemicals. Monetization of CO2 refers to the physical 

and chemical conversion into value added chemicals and fuels. This is a particularly 

attractive strategy because there are large markets for some of the potential products and 

a free market incentive to reduce emissions is more sustainable than subsidized 

reduction strategies. A wide variety of commercial and theoretical reaction pathways 

may be considered in converting CO2 into chemicals and fuels (e.g. [3-7]).  
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In addition to considering emissions and utilization of CO2 associated with individual 

industrial facilities, it is important to consider macroscopic approaches that integrate 

multiple plants via industrial symbiosis. One of the promising strategies for industrial 

symbiosis is the creation of eco-industrial parks (EIPs) which involve exchanging material 

streams (e.g., products, byproducts, and wastes) and energy resources among adjacent 

industrial facilities to create synergistic collaboration. CO2-laden waste streams can be a 

valuable resource in an EIP [8]. Recently, Noureldin and El-Halwagi [9] introduced the 

problem of synthesizing Carbon, Hydrogen Oxygen SYmbiosis Networks (CHOSYNs) 

and developed multi-scale targeting approaches to guide the design. Some of the unique 

features of the developed CHOSYN design approaches is the ability to incorporate 

chemical conversion pathways and to use atomic-level information to set benchmarks for 

identifying the reaction pathways, integrating streams and species among multiple plants, 

and creating an integrated network with synergistic benefits to all participants. El-Halwagi 

[10] developed a shortcut multi-scale targeting approach to design CHOSYNs.  Topolski 

et. al. [11] extended this approach to address the grassroots design problem of an eco-

industrial park when initial participants (anchors) have been identified and invited plants 

(tenants) are to be selected to create symbiotic integration. Juárez-García et al. [12] 

developed a disjunctive programming approach to design CHOSYNs. Mukherjee and El-

Halwagi [13] addressed the problem of designing CHOSYNs under uncertainty. Al-Fadhli 

et al. [14] introduced a multi-period approach to the design of CHOSYNs to address 

seasonal variabilities in plant operation. It is also worth noting that in addition to 

integrating mass, energy can be integrated among multiple plants. Examples include 
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multi-plant heat integration and common islands for combined heat and power [15, 16]. 

However, one important objective that has not been addressed is the optimal design of a 

CHOSYN with CO2 footprint constraints.  

The global hydrogen market is expected to grow from $129bn in 2017 to 183bn in 2023 

[17] with some forecasts estimating an order-of-magnitude growth potential in the 

following decades.  The significant expected growth in the hydrogen market is attributed 

to several attractive characteristics of hydrogen including its: (a) high energy density, (b) 

flexibility in usage (directly as a fuel or indirectly through conversion to a chemical), (c) 

versatility of feedstocks, (d) ability to incorporate sustainable energy (e.g., solar, wind) 

into its production, (e) ease of integration with existing infrastructures, (f) and 

adaptability to market and scale variations [18-23]. However, safety and sustainability 

issues must also be taken into consideration [24]. With the growing interest in carbon 

emissions, the hydrogen economy is emerging as a candidate for reducing the carbon 

footprint. The carbon footprint of hydrogen varies greatly depending on the feedstock 

and production method. In this context, three “colors” have been associated with 

hydrogen: grey, blue, and green. Grey hydrogen is produced from reforming of fossil 

fuels with significant carbon emissions. When carbon emissions are sequestered, stored, 

or reused, hydrogen is referred to as blue. Finally, green hydrogen is produced using a 

renewable resource (e.g., electrolysis of water using a renewable energy). The 

predominant approach for producing hydrogen is reforming of fossil fuels [25]. At 

present, hydrogen is produced from the following sources: 49% from natural/shale gas, 

28% from liquid hydrocarbons, 18% from coal, and 4% from electrolysis [26].  
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Hydrogen plays a key role in enabling the green economy due to its versatility. The 

Hydrogen Council predicts that hydrogen may contribute nearly 25% of the required 

CO2 abatement in 2050 [27]. Current and future end uses for hydrogen in the green 

economy include [5, 28-35]:  

1. Power: storage, energy distribution, power generation 

2. Transportation: passenger cars (e.g., medium to large cars, fleets, and taxis), 

heavy-duty transportation, buses, non-electrified trains, and synfuel for shipping 

and aviation 

3. Industrial energy: high-grade and low-grade heat 

4. Building heat and power: commercial and residential combined heat and power  

5. Feedstock for using captured carbon: e.g. methanol, methane, formic acid, 

olefins, benzene, toluene, xylene 

As indicated earlier, the use of renewable energy is a key requirement for the production 

of green hydrogen. Because of the relatively high cost of producing green hydrogen, 

there is a critical need for identifying opportunities for an inexpensive source of 

renewable energy. An important opportunity is available when renewable energy is 

connected to the power grid and it creates a mismatch between supply and demand. 

Solar power collection maximizes around noon time while power demand typically 

peaks around sunset time. This mismatch between peak demand and peak solar 

production creates an imbalance that is commonly referred to as the “duck curve” [36, 

37] and can cause serious stability and economic problems for the grid and the power 

generation plants. A promising solution to utilize the excess power is to produce 
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hydrogen from water via electrolysis. This option is referred to as Power-to-Gas (PtG) 

[36].  PtG has proven feasible for this purpose due to the small or negative cost of excess 

power. Some example geographies where this phenomenon is present include Germany, 

Texas and California. The electricity price in Germany went below zero occasionally 

due to the production of a large amount of renewable energy and its integration into the 

power grid [38]. Similar cases have happened in California and Texas, as the excess 

amount of wind and solar energy is available in both states [39]. On a global scale, the 

Hydrogen Council estimates roughly 250-300 TWh of excess renewable production 

worldwide by 2030 [27]. 

The hydrogen produced may be used as a feedstock or stored for later power generation 

(power-to-gas-to-power) [40]. In some cases, the hydrogen may be further converted to 

methane/synthetic natural gas by reacting hydrogen and captured carbon dioxide (power 

to methane) [36, 41] or injected directly into the natural gas grid as molecular hydrogen 

[42]. Hydrogen enriched natural gas may be used as-is for heating applications [43] or 

the hydrogen may be separated from the natural gas to be used directly as pure hydrogen 

[42]. Optimization frameworks have also been developed to blend the various strategies 

[44]. PtG projects may also produce syngas via the co-electrolysis of CO2 and water 

[40], or the hydrogen may be reacted directly with CO2 to manufacture methanol or 

other liquid chemicals [45]. 

The use of hydrogen as a feedstock is of particular relevance to the development of 

processes to manufacture hydrocarbons from CO2. Today, oil and gas are used to 

produce the majority of hydrocarbon products. Petroleum derivatives are attractive 
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precursors as they already contain the necessary carbon and hydrogen atoms to 

manufacture the aforementioned products. Conversely, CO2 does not have any hydrogen 

atoms, so the production of hydrocarbons from CO2 requires a source of hydrogen. In 

the future, large quantities of renewable hydrogen will be necessary to enable the 

integration of CO2 based hydrocarbon products into the value chain. PtG may be one 

avenue to meet some of this demand; however, PtG projects are rarely profitable. 

Although many scientists, engineers and companies have explored numerous 

opportunities to increase the economic attractiveness through the production of 

chemicals from hydrogen, there have been very few, if any, projects based on co-

monetizing the hydrogen and oxygen produced via electrolysis. Current PtG systems 

vent the oxygen due to its relatively low value as compared to hydrogen ($0.25-$0.5/kg 

O2 vs $2-$8/kg H2). However, water is 89 wt.% oxygen, which means oxygen has 

significant value compared to hydrogen as demonstrated in Table 1. The development of 

strategies to address these opportunities may lead to a more compelling economic case 

for the further development of power to gas projects.  

Table 1: Stoichiometric Value Comparison of Hydrogen and Oxygen 

Governing Equation:     
     

Oxygen 
Price ($/kg)  $ 0.25   $ 0.40   $ 0.55   $ 0.70  
Value (16 kg):  $ 4.00   $ 6.40   $ 8.80   $ 11.20  

     
Hydrogen  

Price ($/kg)  $ 2.00   $ 4.00   $ 6.00   $ 8.00  
Value (16 kg):  $ 4.00   $ 8.00   $ 12.00   $ 16.00  

 

18	𝑘𝑔	𝐻'𝑂 → 16	𝑘𝑔	𝑂' + 2	𝑘𝑔	𝐻' 
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1.2 Roadmap 

This dissertation addresses the two major topics mentioned in this section: development 

of EIPs with a focus on CO2 emissions reduction and the integration of power to gas 

with the natural gas infrastructure. Section 2 presents a methodology for reducing CO2 

emissions through the optimal design of CHOSYNs with CO2 footprint constraints. 

Section 3 addresses the challenge of designing a power to gas framework that co-utilizes 

oxygen to produce hydrogen and syngas. Section 4 summarizes the key contributions 

and major takeaways from this work. 
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2. CO2 FOOTPRINT REDUCTION VIA THE OPTIMAL DESIGN OF CARBON-

HYDROGEN-OXYGEN SYMBIOSIS NETWORKS (CHOSYNS)2 

 

The objective of this work is to address the problem of designing a CHOSYN with the 

conversion of CO2 into value-added chemicals while maintaining carbon-footprint 

constraints for the whole system. This work, therefore, aims to address multiple strategic 

objectives such as CO2 monetization, reduction of carbon footprint, industrial symbiosis 

among multiple plants, and sustainable development of industrial cities. A systematic 

approach is proposed for the targeting and design of the network. The approach involves 

the screening and selection of various participating plants and streams, CO2 capture 

processes, and CO2 utilization processes. A bi-objective optimization approach is adopted 

based on maximizing profitability and minimizing CO2 emissions. The integration is 

subject to constraints such as available source stream composition and flow rate, and end 

use specifications.  

This section is structured in the following manner. First, the problem is stated in explicit 

terms identifying the specific design needs. Next, the methodology for addressing the 

problem is presented. Finally, a case study is solved to demonstrate the application of 

this method. 

 

 
2 Reprinted with permission from “CO2 Footprint Reduction Via The Optimal Design Of Carbon-
Hydrogen-Oxygen Symbiosis Networks (CHOSYNS)” by Marc Panu, Kevin Topolski, Sarah Abrash and 
Mahmoud El-Halwagi, 2019. Chemical Engineering Science, 203, 1-11, 2019 by Elsevier. 
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2.1 Problem Statement 

The problem of synthesizing a CHOSYN with CO2 footprint reduction can be stated as 

follows:  

Consider a region with a set of industrial plants [𝑝|𝑝 = 1,2, …	, 𝑁345678] with a set of 

chemical species [𝑠|𝑠 = 1,2, …𝑁:;7:<654 + 𝑁544=>5?4:	@A8BC5<D:8 + 𝑁A67:<654	8E:BA:8] 

available in the complex. Each plant (an internal sink) in the complex requires a specific 

flow rate, 𝐺𝑠,𝑝, of material feedstocks with certain specifications and/or produces a number 

of waste materials, by-product streams and CO2 emissions (internal sources), 𝑊𝑠,𝑝, which 

may be reused or recycled. A subset of chemical species (EXTERNAL) [𝑠|𝑠 =

1,2, …	, 𝑁:;7:<654] may also be purchased externally. The flowrate of each fresh feed, 

𝐹𝑠∈𝐸𝑋𝑇𝐸𝑅𝑁𝐴𝐿𝑖𝑛 , is unknown but is limited to availability constraints. Several streams of 

unused materials (DISCHARGES) [𝑠|𝑠 = 𝑁:;7:<654 + 1, 𝑁:;7:<654 + 2,… ,𝑁:;7:<654 +

𝑁544=>5?4:	@A8BC5<D:8] may be discharged from the CHOSYN to the environment, waste 

processing, or disposal facilities. The flowrate of each discharged stream, 𝐹𝑠∈𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐺𝐸𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡 ,  

is unknown. The discharged species are carefully considered, and CO2 discharge 

specifically is constrained.  

Both internal and external sources may be directly used by plants in the complex or fed 

to a network of CO2 capture processes [𝑡|𝑡 = 1,2, …	, 𝑁8:E5<57=<8] and chemical 

conversion processes [𝑗|𝑗 = 1,2, …	, 𝑁Z[\ + 𝑁A67:<]:@A57:] prior to final down-stream 

use by the sinks. The CO2 separation processes, intermediate chemical conversion 

processes and existing plants together constitute the CHOSYN. 
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Table 2 summarizes the known data for the existing plants, the external resources, and 

the candidate reaction and separation networks. 

Table 2. Summary of the known data for the existing plants, the external resources, and the 
candidate reaction options. 

Existing Plants External Resources 
and Discharges 

Candidate CO2 utilization 
reactions  

• Internal source 
flow rate and 
composition (𝑊𝑠,𝑝)  

• Sinks demands 
(𝐺𝑠,𝑝) 

• Raw material 
availability  

• Allowable discharge 
for each species 

• CO2 utilization reactions 
(𝑗|𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑁Z[\) 

• Other intermediate 
reactions (𝑗|𝑗 = 𝑁Z[\ +
1,𝑁Z[\ + 2,… ,𝑁Z[\ +
𝑁A67:<]:@A57:) 

 

The objective is to create a CHOSYN that integrates the existing plants with CO2-

utilization pathways in a cost-effective manner while satisfying the technical, economic, 

and environmental requirements. Specifically, the design approach should determine the 

following: 

• Raw material usage (𝐹𝑠∈𝐸𝑋𝑇𝐸𝑅𝑁𝐴𝐿𝑖𝑛 ) 

• Waste discharges (𝐹𝑠∈𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐺𝐸𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) 

• Intermediate reactions and costs (𝑎𝑗, 𝑇𝐴𝐶) 

• CO2 capture network (𝐹𝑝,𝑡
𝐶𝑂2) 

• Network configuration 
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Figure 1 is a conceptual representation of the CHOSYN. Internal sources leaving the 

existing plants and external streams (fresh resources) are fed to a separation and reaction 

network which adjusts the flows and compositions of the various streams to meet the 

requirements for the process sinks in the existing plants. The products and discharges 

from the existing plants and the newly added separation and reaction network exit the 

system while satisfying product demands and maximum allowable levels of discharges. 

 

Figure 1: Overall Representation of CHOSYN 

2.2 Methodology 

This section describes a systematic procedure that may be used to solve the problem 

described in the previous section.  

First, a pre-synthesis analysis of the cost and efficiency of CO2 capture is conducted for 

each CO2 containing stream to pre-screen the candidate separation technologies and to 

determine optimal policies of CO2 separation for each CO2-containing stream. Next, a 

External Sources (𝐹"#$)

Discharges (𝐹"%&')

Internal Sources (𝑊",*)

Unusable waste

𝐺",* Products to market

CHOSYN

…

Plant 1

Plant 2

Plant N

Terminal Stream 
Consolidation

𝑊",*

Separation 
and 

Reaction 
Network
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two types of targeting approaches are used to establish benchmarks ahead of detailed 

design: 

• A stoichiometric-economic (stoichio-nomic) targeting is carried out for raw 

material usage and CO2 emissions subject to CO2 capture costs, raw material 

costs and life cycle analysis (LCA) 

• Economic targeting of the CO2-utilization plants while accounting for the 

capital and operating costs  

Finally, a bi-objective optimization approach is adopted to establish tradeoffs between 

minimizing CO2 emissions and minimizing the cost of the CHOSYN. 

The process steps are illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Targeting and Design Algorithm 
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flow rate and the composition of the CO2 containing stream. These variables can be used 

to estimate the capital and operating costs of various technologies to separate CO2 from 

the available process streams.  

In order to determine the capture costs, a small optimization program is employed to select 

the economically optimum technology for each given process stream. Equation 1 

represents the mass balance for the CO2 containing streams allocated to various separation 

technologies.  

𝑊𝑠=𝐶𝑂2,𝑝 =_𝐹𝑝,𝑡
𝐶𝑂2

𝑡

(1) 

Where 𝐹𝑝,𝑡
𝐶𝑂2 is the flow rate of CO2 leaving plant 𝑝 that is separated using technology 𝑡.  

Equation 2 represents the total annualized cost functions which are applied based on the 

selected technology, flow rate, and stream composition. This cost function is minimized 

subject to equation 1 for each CO2 containing stream in order to determine the CO2 

capture cost target. 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒:	𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡	 = 	_𝛹𝑡 h𝐹𝑝,𝑡
𝐶𝑂2, 𝑥𝐶𝑂2𝑝,𝑡

𝑖𝑛 j 	
𝑡

(2) 

Where Ψt is the cost function for a given capture technology. 

Capturing CO2 also results in substantial CO2 emissions due to the energy required to 

operate the equipment. It is important to account for these emissions in the life cycle 

analysis as this reduces the net amount of CO2 that can be captured and utilized. These 
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additional emissions can be estimated using methods such as emissions factors, process 

simulation or real plant data.  

2.2.2 Stoichio-nomic targeting 

In order to determine the minimum cost of raw materials for the CHOSYN, the atomic 

targeting method described in El-Halwagi [10] has been extended to account for the CO2 

footprint constraints in this work.  

The first step is to determine the atomic demand of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen 

required by the existing chemical plants (sinks). These demands are calculated in 

equations 3a-c as follows: 

𝐴Zn
o:]56@ =_𝛼8𝐺8,E

8

; ∀𝑝 (3𝑎) 

𝐴sn
o:]56@ =_𝛽8𝐺8,E

8

; ∀𝑝 (3𝑏) 

𝐴[n
o:]56@ =_𝛾8𝐺8,E

8

; ∀𝑝 (3𝑐) 

Where 𝐺𝑠,𝑝 is the molar demand of species 𝑠 for plant 𝑝, and 𝛼𝑠, 𝛽𝑠, 𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝛾𝑠 and the 

number of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen atoms in species 𝑠, respectively.  

The atomic demands can be satisfied by materials from a combination of two types of 

sources: waste streams from existing plants (internal sources) or raw materials purchased 

from the market (external sources). Any number of internal or external sources may be 

used. The next step is to determine internal source streams atomic flow rates of carbon, 
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hydrogen and oxygen available for reaction and integration in the CHOSYN. These 

atomic flow rates are calculated in equations 4a-c as follows:  

𝐴Zn
y67:<654 = _𝛼8𝑊8,E

8

; ∀𝑝 (4𝑎) 

𝐴sn
y67:<654 =_𝛽8𝑊8,E

8

; ∀𝑝 (4𝑏) 

𝐴[n
y67:<654 =_𝛾8𝑊8,E

8

; ∀𝑝 (4𝑐) 

Where 𝑊𝑠,𝑝 is the molar flow rate of species 𝑠 in plant 𝑝. 

Finally, the difference between the internal supply and the atomic demand represents the 

net supply of atoms to the CHOSYN as calculated in equations 5a-c.  

𝐴𝐶𝑛𝑒𝑡 =_𝐴𝐶𝑝
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝑝

−_𝐴𝐶𝑝
𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑

𝑝

(5𝑎) 

𝐴𝐻𝑛𝑒𝑡 =_𝐴𝐻𝑝
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝑝

−_𝐴𝐻𝑝
𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑

𝑝

(5𝑏) 

𝐴𝑂𝑛𝑒𝑡 =_𝐴𝑂𝑝
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝑝

−_𝐴𝑂𝑝
𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑

𝑝

(5𝑐) 

The deficits and surpluses identified in the previous step must be satisfied by 

supplementing the internal sources with external sources and allowing for external 

discharge of waste species. These overall atomic balances are calculated in equations 6a-

c as follows: 
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𝐴Z6:7 + _ 𝛼8𝐹8A6
8∈~��~����

− _ 𝛼8𝐹8=�7
8∈oy�Zs���~�

= 0 (6𝑎) 

𝐴s6:7 + _ 𝛽8𝐹8A6
8∈~��~����

− _ 𝛽8𝐹8=�7
8∈oy�Zs���~�

= 0 (6𝑏) 

𝐴[6:7 + _ 𝛾8𝐹8A6
8∈~��~����

− _ 𝛾8𝐹8=�7
8∈oy�Zs���~�

= 0 (6𝑐) 

Where 𝐹𝑠𝑖𝑛 is the molar flow rate of fresh feedstock, 𝑠 ∈ 𝐸𝑋𝑇𝐸𝑅𝑁𝐴𝐿, and 𝐹𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the 

molar flow rate of discharge species, 𝑠 ∈ 𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐺𝐸𝑆. 

Although the reaction pathways have not yet been determined, it is necessary to track the 

utilization of CO2 within the CHOSYN as there is no need to pay to capture CO2 that 

will eventually be discharged. Equation 7 is the mass balance for CO2 within the 

CHOSYN. 

_𝐹𝑝𝐶𝑂2	𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑
𝑝

=_𝑊𝑠=𝐶𝑂2,𝑝
𝑝

− 𝐹𝑠=𝐶𝑂2
𝑜𝑢𝑡 (7) 

Where 𝐹𝑝𝐶𝑂2	𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 is the molar flow rate of CO2 utilized in the CHOSYN. 

Each CO2 capture technology are also limited in the percentage of CO2 it can separate 

from the CO2 containing stream. Equation 8 is the upper bound on CO2 usage.  

𝐹E
Z[\	�8:@ ≤ 𝑊8�Z[\,E × 𝐹𝑅 (8) 

Where 𝐹𝑅 is the fractional recovery of the CO2 separation technology used to capture 

CO2 from plant 𝑝. 
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If the number of raw materials available for purchase plus the number of species 

available for discharge is equal to three, then there is one unique target for the 

CHOSYN. If this number is greater than three, there are many possible solutions to the 

system of equations. In this case an optimization program is applied to determine the 

best solution for the system based on one or more objectives. Several individual 

objective functions may be chosen to determine various targets including: minimization 

of total costs (raw material purchase + waste treatment), minimization of raw material 

costs, minimization of a particular discharge species, etc. The two objective functions 

described in equation 9 are minimized subject to equations 3-8 in order to obtain 

different targets for the system.  

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧𝑟𝑎𝑤	𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙	𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = _ 𝐹𝑠𝑖𝑛 × 𝐶𝑠𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 +

𝑠∈𝐸𝑋𝑇𝐸𝑅𝑁𝐴𝐿
_𝐹𝑝𝐶𝑂2	𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 × 𝐶𝑝𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
𝑝

					

𝐶𝑂2	𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐹𝑠=𝐶𝑂2
𝑜𝑢𝑡 +_𝐹𝑝𝐶𝑂2	𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 × 𝐴𝐸𝑝𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒

𝑝
+ _ 𝐹𝑠𝑖𝑛 × 𝐴𝐸𝑠𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝑠∈𝐸𝑋𝑇𝐸𝑅𝑁𝐴𝐿

(9) 

Where 𝐶𝑝𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 is the cost to capture one kmol of CO2 from plant 𝑝 as determined in pre-

synthesis analysis,  𝐴𝐸E
B5E7�<: is the CO2 emissions associated with capturing one kmol 

of CO2 as determined in the pre-synthesis analysis, and 𝐴𝐸8
E�<BC58: is the CO2 emissions 

associated with procuring one kmol of species s. 

2.2.3 Economic Analysis 

The next step is determining the annual costs for the intermediate plants. There are two 

steps in this process which can either be conducted in series or in parallel: first, 
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determine a feasible combination of reactions to satisfy the targets, and second, estimate 

the costs for the processes.  

One approach to determining a feasible combination of reactions to satisfy the targets for 

a given CHOSYN is to select reactions from a predetermined set of known reactions that 

contain all of the relevant chemical species by using an overall stoichiometric reaction. 

Other methods may also be used to determine a feasible set of reactions and their 

capacities. Reaction pathway synthesis approaches may be used to generate various 

implementations of the overall stoichiometric reaction (e.g., [33, 46, 47]). The methods 

presented by Noureldin and El-Halwagi [9], and Topolski et. al. [11] can be adapted to 

determine a feasible combination of reactions. In order to employ the overall 

stoichiometric equation method, the following equations are solved. 

First, an overall stoichiometric equation can be written for the CHOSYN. The 

stoichiometrically proportional flow rate (analogous to a stoichiometric coefficient in a 

single chemical reaction) for each species is the net supply or demand of each species 𝑠 

and can be calculated as follows: 

𝜈𝑠𝐶𝐻𝑂𝑆𝑌𝑁 = 𝐹𝑠∈𝐸𝑋𝑇𝐸𝑅𝑁𝐴𝐿𝑖𝑛 +_𝑊𝑠,𝑝
𝑝

− 𝐹𝑠∈𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐺𝐸𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡 −_𝐺𝑠,𝑝
𝑝

(10) 

The overall stoichiometric equation can then be expressed as follows: 

𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙	𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 0 =_𝜈𝑠𝐶𝐻𝑂𝑆𝑌𝑁
𝑠

(11) 
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Where 𝜈𝑠𝐶𝐻𝑂𝑆𝑌𝑁 denotes the overall flow rate of species s in the CHOSYN and 𝑆 is a 

symbolic placeholder for species 𝑠. 

The overall stoichiometric equation can also be expressed as a sum of a given set, 𝑗, of 

reactions: 

𝑟𝑗 =_𝑣𝑠,𝑗
𝑠

(12) 

where 𝑟𝑗 denotes a single reaction in the CHOSYN and 𝑣𝑠,𝑗 denotes the stoichiometric 

coefficient of species 𝑠 in reaction 𝑗.  

The overall stoichiometric equation can then be expressed as a sum of the product of the 

chosen intermediate reactions and their respective capacities: 

𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙	𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 0 =_𝑎𝑗 × 𝑟𝑗
𝑗

(13) 

where 𝑎𝑗 is the molar capacity of each intermediate reaction, 𝑟𝑗, in the overall reaction. 

Conceptually, a feasible combination of reactions is determined by equating the two 

alternative forms of the stoichiometric coefficients in the overall reaction and solving for 

𝑎𝑗. Mathematically, this is achieved by combining equation 11 and equation 13 and 

substituting the values determined by equation 10 and equation 12. The result of this 

combination is equation 14. The set of equations represented by equation 14 are solved 

simultaneously to determine values for 𝑎𝑗. 

𝜈𝑠𝐶𝐻𝑂𝑆𝑌𝑁 =_𝑎𝑗 × 𝜈𝑠,𝑗
𝑗

(14) 
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In order to guarantee a solution, the number of candidate reactions must be greater than 

or equal to the number of species present in the CHOSYN. There are many combinations 

of reactions that would satisfy the overall stoichiometric equation and it is therefore 

necessary to conduct further analysis to select a final set. An optimization program may 

be employed to determine a set of reaction pathways that meets a particular objective 

such as the minimum total annual costs or the minimum number of new processes. The 

total cost of the intermediate processes is calculated using capital and operating cost 

functions. 

𝐴𝐹𝐶 =_Ξj�𝐷𝑗, 𝑂𝑗�
𝑗

(15𝑎) 

𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋 =_Γj�𝐷𝑗, 𝑂𝑗�
𝑗

(15𝑏) 

𝑇𝐴𝐶 = 𝐴𝐹𝐶 + 𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋 (15𝑐) 

Where 𝐴𝐹𝐶 is the annualized fixed cost, 𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋 is the annualized operating cost, 𝑇𝐴𝐶 is 

the total annualized cost, 𝐷𝑗 and 𝑂𝑗 are sets of design and operating variables for 

reaction 𝑗, and Ξj and Γj are generalized fixed and operating cost functions. 

Figure 3 shows the CHOSYN at this level of targeting. 
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Figure 3: CHOSYN with Reaction Network 

2.2.4 CHOSYN design and CO2 constraint adjustment 

Multiple objective functions may be combined in order to evaluate the tradeoffs between 

various metrics. In this work, the 𝜖-Constraint Method (e.g., [48]) is applied to observe 

the tradeoffs between raw material cost minimization and CO2 discharge minimization. 

In order to solve for both objective functions, the following constraint is considered. 

𝐶𝑂2	𝑜𝑢𝑡 ≤ 𝜖𝑖 (16) 

The model defined in sections 2.2.1-2.2.3 is solved repeatedly for various values of 𝜖 

with the objective of minimizing the cost. Each scenario, 𝑖, 𝜖𝑖 takes on a value between 

𝜖𝑖=1 = 𝐶𝑂2	𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛, and 𝜖𝑖=𝑁𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑠 = 𝐶𝑂2	𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥. The collection of alternatives represents 

a set of Pareto optimal CHOSYN configurations.  
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2.3 Case Study 

2.3.1 Existing Plants 

Consider the industrial complex described by El-Halwagi [10] with five plants: gas-to-

liquid (GTL), ethane cracking, propane dehydrogenation, methanol-to-propylene (MTP) 

and vinyl acetate monomer (VAM). Each plant would like to participate in creating an 

EIP. The following section describes each of the plants.  

The GTL plant converts methane into liquids suitable for easier transportation or use as a 

fuel. The primary reactions that drive the plant are the methane reforming reactions 

(equations 17-19) followed by the Fischer-Tropsch reaction (equation 20) [33, 49].  

𝐶𝐻� + 𝐻'𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂 + 3𝐻'𝑂 (17) 

𝐶𝐻� + 1.5𝑂' → 𝐶𝑂 + 2𝐻'𝑂 (18) 

𝐶𝑂+𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂2 +𝐻2 (19) 

𝑛𝐶𝑂 + (2𝑛 + 1)𝐻' → 𝐻(𝐶𝐻')6𝐻 + 𝑛𝐻'𝑂 (20) 

The ethylene plant produces ethylene from ethane primarily through the ethane cracking 

reaction. The following additional side reactions take place [50]. 

𝐶2𝐻6 → 𝐶2𝐻4 + 𝐻2 (21) 

𝐶2𝐻6 + 𝐶2𝐻4 → 𝐶3𝐻6 + 𝐶𝐻4 (22) 

2𝐶2𝐻6 → 𝐶3𝐻8 + 𝐶𝐻4 (23) 

𝐶3𝐻8 → 𝐶3𝐻6 + 𝐻2 (24) 
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Propane dehydrogenation (PDH) plant uses the high temperature catalytic reaction to 

produce polymer grade propylene according to the following reaction [51].  

𝐶3𝐻8 → 𝐶3𝐻6 + 𝐻2 (25) 

Methanol-to-propylene (MTP) converts methanol to dimethyl ether (DME) that is 

subsequently reacted to produce propylene according to the following overall reaction 

[52].  

3𝐶𝐻 𝑂𝐻 → 𝐶 𝐻¡ + 𝐻'𝑂 (26) 

Vinyl acetate monomer (VAM) is produced by reacting acetic acid with ethylene and 

oxygen according to the following reactions. 

𝐶𝐻 𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 + 𝐶'𝐻� + 0.5𝑂' → 𝐶𝐻 𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐻𝐶𝐻' + 𝐻'𝑂 (27) 

𝐶'𝐻� + 3𝑂' → 2𝐶𝑂' + 2𝐻'𝑂 (28) 

The data for the internal sources and sinks are reported by El-Halwagi [10] and 

summarized in 3a and 3b, respectively. 

Table 3a: Internal Source Flow Rates (kmol/hr) 

  GTL Ethylene PDH MTP VAM Total 
CO 930     930 
CO2 2910  180 900 18 4008 
H2 7830 135 2000   9965 

CH4  39    39 
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Table 3b: Internal Sink Demand (kmol/hr) 

 MTP VAM 
CH3OH 6500  
CH3COOH   140 

 

Available feedstocks and associated costs are summarized in Table 4. While actual 

prices vary significantly by date, region, contract type, etc., these prices are for 

illustration purposes with most updated for January 2019.  

Table 4: Available Feedstocks 

 Price Unit $/kmol 
Upper Bound 

(kmol/hr) 
CH4 3 $/MMBtu 2.50 10000 

O2 100 $/ton 3.50 5000 

H2O 5 $/ton 0.10 5000 

H2 1200 $/ton 2.50 3000 

CH3OH 400 $/ton 14.00 6500 

CH3COOH 900 $/ton 60.00 140 
 

2.3.2 CO2 Capture Processes 

Various cost functions may be available for each capture technology of interest. Data 

may come from a variety of sources including: heuristic correlations, process simulation 

and industrial implementations. In this case study, literature data of simulated processes 

were collected and analyzed to estimate total annual cost functions for CO2 separation 

technologies. The selected input variables are the total flow rate (in tons/hr) and inlet 

CO2 concentration (in mole fraction). In this case study, a consistent constraint of 99 
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wt% of CO2 purity was used for all the sinks and reactions utilizing CO2.  Also, a 

minimum CO2 fractional recovery of 0.9 was used for all separation technologies. 

In order to determine the cost curves, a sum of squares error minimization problem was 

solved for each data set. The objective function in equation 29 is minimized subject to 

equation 30: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒:	𝑆𝑆 =__h𝑇𝐴𝐶𝑓,𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 − 𝑇𝐴𝐶𝑓,𝑥𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙j
2

𝑥𝑓

(29) 

Where 𝑓 is the set of measured flow rates, 𝑥 is the set of measured inlet concentrations, 

𝑆𝑆 is the total error, 𝑇𝐴𝐶£,;5B7�54 is the literature value for the total annualized cost, and 

𝑇𝐴𝐶£,;]=@:4 is the value predicted by the model. 	𝑇𝐴𝐶£,;]=@:4 is predicted according to the 

following constraint: 

𝑇𝐴𝐶𝑓,𝑥𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 = 𝛼 + 𝐹𝑓𝑛 h𝛽𝑥𝐶𝑂2𝑥 + 𝛾j (30) 

Where 𝛼, 𝛽	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝛾 are all fitting parameters, 𝐹 is the process capacity in tons/hr and 𝑥𝐶𝑂2 

is the mole fraction of CO2 in the inlet stream.  

The non-linear optimization problem is solved to determine the parameters. Two 

candidate technologies are considered: a monoethanolamine (MEA) based absorption 

process and a polymeric membrane separation process.  

Equation 31 describes the resultant cost function for MEA absorption/stripping process. 

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡¤~� = −3.912 + 𝐹¥.¡�3.086 × 𝑥Z[\ + 0.394� (31) 
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Equation 32 describes the resultant cost function for MEA absorption/stripping process. 

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑒 = −3.068 + 𝐹�4.031 × 𝑥𝐶𝑂2 + 0.961� (32) 

Key metrics to calculate energy related emissions for these technologies are summarized 

in Table 5. 

Table 5: Carbon Capture Technology Energy Demand 

Technology Emission Factor Associated Emissions 
(CO2 emitted/ CO2 captured) Reference 

MEA 316 kWh/t CO2 0.06 [53] 
Membrane 198 kWh/t CO2 0.04 [54] 
Electricity 181.1 g CO2/kWh - [55] 

 

2.3.3 Intermediate Reactions 

In addition to the existing plants, the following overall reactions govern intermediate 

chemical processes which may be added to the CHOSYN in order to facilitate the 

material exchange.  

Acetic Acid may be produced through the process of methanol carbonylation according 

to the following reaction. 

𝐶𝐻 𝑂𝐻 + 𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝐻 𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 (33) 

Methanol may be synthesized from syngas or by reacting CO2 and hydrogen according 

to the following reactions. 

2𝐻' + 𝐶𝑂 → 𝐶𝐻 𝑂𝐻 (34) 
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𝐶𝑂' + 3𝐻' → 𝐶𝐻 𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻'𝑂 (35) 

The following reforming reactions may be added. 

𝐶𝐻4 +𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂+ 3𝐻2 (36) 

𝐶𝐻4 + 2𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂2 + 4𝐻2 (37) 

𝐶𝐻4 + 𝐶𝑂2 → 2𝐶𝑂+ 2𝐻2 (38) 

Additional hydrogen may be produced through the water gas shift reaction. 

𝐶𝑂+𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐶𝑂2 +𝐻2 (39) 

In this work, a simple optimization program is applied to the methodology described in 

section 2.2.3 to select the combination of equations that minimizes the total number of 

intermediate processing steps (the sum of the number of processing steps in each 

intermediate reaction), heuristically minimizing the cost of the interception network. 

Two binary variables and constraint equations are needed to implement the optimization 

program. 

𝑎¦ ≤ 𝑏¦ × 𝜁 (40𝑎) 

𝑎¦ ≥ −𝑏¦ × 𝜁 (40𝑏) 

Where 𝑏𝑗 is a binary variable indicating whether reaction 𝑗 is included in the CHOSYN, 

and 𝜁 is a large number.   

In order to solve the optimization problem the following objective function is minimized 

subject to equations 10-15 and 40: 
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𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒:	𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙	𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠	𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠 =_𝑏𝑗 × 𝑁𝑗
𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠

𝑗

(41) 

Where 𝑁𝑗
𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠 is the number of major process steps in the chemical process in which 

reaction 𝑗 is the primary reaction. 

 

2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Carbon Capture Analysis 

The results of the CO2 capture cost analyses are shown in Table 6. 

Table 6: CO2 Capture Costs by Source 

  
CO2 Flow Rate 
(kmol/hr) 

CO2 Purity 
(mol frac) 

Capture Cost 
($/kmol CO2) 

GTL 2910 0.15 $2.31  
PDH 180 0.2 $3.95  
MTP 900 0.15 $3.32  
VAM 18 0.6 $4.85  

 

2.4.2 Stoichio-nomic Target 

Before analyzing targets for a CHOSYN, the base case for the un-integrated plants is 

established. Annual feedstock costs are shown in Table 7.  

Table 7: Base Case Feedstock Costs 

 Cost (MM$/year) 
CH3OH 725 
CH3COOH 67 
Total 792 
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CO2 emissions associated with procuring various feedstocks of interest are summarized 

in Table 8. The CO2 emissions in the un-integrated industrial complex are summarized 

in Table 9. 

Table 8: LCA Data for Feedstocks 

Feedstock Source 
CO2 Emissions 
(mol CO2/mol 

feedstock) 
Reference 

Acetic 
Acid 

Methanol 
carbonylation 0.4 N/Aa. 

Hydrogen Steam Reforming 0.48 [56] 
Methane Natural Gas 0.53 [57] 
Methanol  Syngas 0.22 [58] 

a. this value was estimated for the case study 

Table 9: Base Case CO2 Emissions 

 CO2 Emissions (kmol/hr) 

Raw Material LCA 1486 

Process Emissions 4008 

Total 5494 

 

The first step in the targeting procedure is to establish benchmarks based on stoichio-

nomic targets. The raw material usage and waste discharge targets are shown in Table 

10. The CO2 utilization is shown in Table 11. Overall metrics for the base case 

integrated scenario are compared in  

Table 12. 
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Table 10: Material Flow Rates Based on Stoichio-nomic Targeting 

    Base Case Integrated 
Raw Materials 

 CH4 - 3192 

 H2O - 612 

 CH3OH 6500 - 

 CH3COOH 140 - 
Discharges 
  CO2 4008 1389 

 H2 9965 3759 

 CO 930  
  CH4 39  

 

Table 11: CO2 Usage/Discharge Based on Stoichio-nomic Targeting 

  Base Case   Integrated Case 
  Emissions Utilization Discharge  Emissions Utilization Discharge 
GTL 2910 - 2910  2910 2619 291 
Others 1098 - 1098  1098 - 1098 
Total 4008 - 4008  4008 2619 1389 

 

Table 12: Cost and Emissions Improvement Based on Stoichio-nomic Targeting 

  Base Case Integrated 
Raw Material Cost ($MM/yr) 792 65.3 
CO2 Capture Cost ($MM/yr) - 48.4 
Annual Cost ($MM/yr) 792 113.7 
Cost Savings (%) - 86% 
Unused CO2 (kmol/hr) 4008 1389 
CO2 Emissions from Raw Material LCA 
(kmol/hr) 1486 1692 
CO2 Emissions from Capture (kmol/hr) - 157 
Net CO2 Emissions (kmol/hr) 5494 3238 
Emissions reduction (%) - 41% 
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2.4.3 Economic Analysis 

The next step is to determine the intermediate processes and estimate the annual costs 

associated with the reaction network. Equation 42, proposed by Zhang and El-Halwagi 

[59], is used to estimate the fixed capital investment (FCI) of each intermediate plant. 

𝐹𝐶𝐼𝑗 = 17000 ×𝑁𝑗
𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠 × 𝐹𝑗0.65 (42) 

Where 𝑁𝑗
𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠 is the number of major process steps in reaction 𝑗 and 𝐹𝑗 is the plant 

capacity in metric tons per annum. 

The FCI may be depreciated over a 10 year period following a straight line depreciation 

schedule. The annualized fixed cost is given in equation 43. 

Ξj = 𝐴𝐹𝐶𝑗 =
𝐹𝐶𝐼𝑗
10 (43) 

Tables 13 and 14 describe the cost implications of the various intermediate conversion 

processes.  

Table 13: Capital Costs of Intermediate Conversion Processes 

  
F 

(MTPA) 
CAPEX 

($MM/yr) 
Methanol from CO2 1,699,840 95.3 
Steam reforming to CO2 206,784 19.4 
Water gas shift 290,720 12.1 
Acetic acid 67,200 14.0 
Total  140.8 
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Table 14: Cost Impacts of Intermediate Process CAPEX 

  Base Case Integrated 
Raw Material Cost ($MM/yr) 792 65.3 
CO2 Capture Cost ($MM/yr) - 48.4 
Intermediate Process AFC 
($MM/yr) - 140.8 
Annual Cost ($MM/yr) 792 254.5 
Cost Savings (%) - 68% 

 

2.4.4 CHOSYN Design 

The model was optimized to tradeoff the two objective functions described in Equation 

9. Seven scenarios were evaluated and the results of the tradeoffs between total annual 

costs and CO2 emissions are shown in Figure 4. The net emissions figures reported in 

Figure 4 include the emissions resulting from unused CO2, raw material LCA and CO2 

capture unit operations. These values are shown in  

Table 12 for the cost minimization scenario. The Annualized costs include the raw 

material cost, CO2 capture cost and the annualized fixed costs of the intermediate 

processes. These values are shown in Table 14 for the cost minimization scenario. In 

addition to the tradeoff analysis shown in Figure 4, multi-criteria decision making 

approaches may also be used to evaluate the tradeoffs between cost and CO2 emissions. 

One such approach is the use of sustainability weighted return on investment [60, 61]. 

This approach provides a consistent basis for addressing economic and sustainability 

issues (e.g. carbon footprint) through a profitability framework. 
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Figure 4: Cost/Emissions Tradeoffs 

In the seven scenarios analyzed, all of the captured CO2 is utilized via the reaction of 

CO2 and hydrogen to manufacture methanol. This is consistent with expectations of real-

world observations as methanol manufacturing is one of the few commercially available 

CO2 conversion technologies. The primary tradeoff among the various scenarios is the 

capacity of the steam reforming process and the quantity of CO2 captured and utilized 

from the MTP, PDH and VAM plants. In the CO2 minimization scenario, the maximum 

amount of captured CO2 + waste hydrogen is used as feed to the methanol process; 

however, in the cost minimization scenario, a portion of the CO2 + hydrogen needed for 

methanol manufacturing is supplied via steam reforming of methane. This occurs is 

because it is cheaper to generate the CO2 and hydrogen via steam reforming than it is to 

capture the CO2 from MTP, PHD and VAM plants; however, utilizing waste H2 + CO2 
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captured from GTL plant is cheaper than steam reforming due to economy of scale. 

Implementations for the two extreme scenarios (cost minimization and CO2 emissions 

minimization) are shown by Figures 5 and 6. It should be noted that Figures 5 and 6 

show the CO2 flow rates made available for mass integration, and do not include 

emissions associated with operating CO2 capture units or raw material LCA. 

  

Figure 5: Conceptual Representation of Cost Minimization Scenario 

 
Figure 6: Conceptual Representation of CO2 Minimization Scenario 
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2.5 Conclusions 

A multi-scale synthesis and optimization approach has been proposed for the design of 

CHOSYNs while addressing economic and carbon-footprint objectives. First, atomic-

based information and economic data are employed in a targeting approach to determine 

benchmarks for utilizing CO2-laden process (internal) sources, purchasing external 

sources, and discharging CO2. Candidate reactions are considered for substituting fresh 

resources and converting CO2 into value-added chemicals. A pre-synthesis step has been 

introduced to determine optimal policies for the selection, design, and cost of applicable 

CO2 capture. A bi-objective optimization approach has been used to establish tradeoffs 

between cost and CO2-footprint objectives. A case study has been solved to illustrate the 

usefulness of the proposed methodology. The results showed that significant reduction in 

CO2 emissions may be achieved via integration in the CHOSYN while reducing overall 

costs compared to the unintegrated scenarios. Future research should investigate the 

development of a combined mass and energy integration approach to further reduce CO2 

emissions and operating costs. Additionally, factors such as process controls and 

reliability should also be explored. 

2.6 Nomenclature 

2.6.1 Sets 

DISCHARGES Allowable discharge species  

EXTERNAL Feedstock species available externally to the CHOSYN  
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𝑖 Set of single objective optimization problems to constitute the 

bi-objective optimization problem  

 

𝑗 Candidate intermediate reactions  

𝑝 Existing chemical plant  

𝑠 Any molecular species present in the CHOSYN  

𝑡 Capture technologies  

 

2.6.2 Parameters 

𝛼8 Number of carbon atoms in species s  

𝛽8 Number of hydrogen atoms in species s  

𝛾8 Number of oxygen atoms in species s  

𝜁 A sufficiently large number to activate binary constraints  

𝑎¦ Molar capacity of reaction j in overall stoichiometric equation  

𝐴�n
o:]56@ Total inlet flow rate of X atoms to plant p (X ∈(carbon, hydrogen, 

oxygen)) 

 

𝐴�n
y67:<654 Total effluent flow rate of X atoms from plant p (X ∈(carbon, 

hydrogen, oxygen))  

 

𝐴�6:7 Net difference between internal supply and demand of X atoms in 

the CHOSYN (X ∈(carbon, hydrogen, oxygen)) 

 

𝐴𝐸E
B5E7�<: CO2 emissions associated with capturing one kmol of CO2 from 

plant p 
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𝐴𝐸8
E�<BC58: CO2 emissions associated with purchasing one kmol of s   

𝐶EB57�<: Capture cost of CO2 from plant p ($/kmol)  

𝐶8
E�<BC58: Purchase cost of species s ($/kmol)  

𝐺8,E Inlet molar flow rate of species s to plant p  

𝑁¦
87:E8 Number of major process steps in the chemical process to facilitate 

reaction j 

 

𝜈8Zs[�©� Stoichiometrically proportional flow rate of species s in overall 

stoichiometric equation 

 

𝑣8,¦ Stoichiometric coefficient of species s in reaction j  

𝑊8,E Effluent molar flow rate of species s from plant p  

𝑥Z[\n,ª
A6  Composition of CO2 that is fed to technology t from plant p  

 

2.6.3 Variables 

𝜖A Upper bound on the terminal CO2 flow rate for scenario i of the 

multi objective optimization 

 

𝑏¦ Binary variable denoting the existence of reaction j in the CHOSYN  

𝐹E,7
Z[\ Flow rate of CO2 from plant p to capture technology t  

𝐹E
Z[\	�8:@ Flow rate of CO2 used from plant p  

𝐹8A6 Flow rate of externally purchased feedstock species 𝑠 ∈

𝐸𝑋𝑇𝐸𝑅𝑁𝐴𝐿 
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𝐹8=�7 Flow rate of externally discharged waste species 𝑠 ∈ 𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶𝐻𝐴𝑅𝐺𝐸𝑆  

 

2.6.4 Functions 

Γ¦ Generalized cost function for non-feedstock operating costs 

including (utilities, maintenance, labor, etc.)  

 

𝛹7 Generalized cost function for capture technology t  

Ξ¦ Generalized annualized capital cost function for intermediate 

process 

 

𝑟¦ Candidate intermediate reaction  
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3. INTEGRATION OF EXCESS RENEWABLE ENERGY WITH NATURAL GAS 

INFRASTRUCTURE FOR THE PRODUCTION OF HYDROGEN AND 

CHEMICALS 

 

The objective of this work is to present a framework for optimizing the design of a PtG 

project which co-utilizes hydrogen and oxygen to produce chemicals. This work aims to 

address multiple strategic objectives such as co-utilization of hydrogen and oxygen 

produced by electrolysis, integration with the natural gas infrastructure, optimal sizing of 

electrolyzer and capitalizing on free or low cost electricity.  

This chapter is structured as follows. First, a problem statement clearly describes the 

problem to be solved. Next, the general form of the problem-solving methodology is 

proposed. Third, a case study is presented and solved in order to demonstrate the 

applicability of the methodology. Then, the results of the case study are discussed. 

Finally, the most important conclusions are summarized.   

3.1 Problem statement 

Consider a certain region where excess renewable power is available according to a 

predictable profile, 𝑃8,C5«5A45?4:, and pricing structure, 𝛹8,C
E=>:<, due to mismatches 

between renewable power production and energy demand. Available also is access to 

natural gas infrastructure with maximum allowable withdrawal rate of G8,C]5;. Given also 

is a set of hydrogen consumers, SINKS = (𝑗|𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑁�A68). Each sink has a 

requirement of hydrogen supply, 𝐹¦
s\,]5;	, valued at a unit price of 𝑃¦

s\ and/or a 
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requirement of oxygen supply 𝐹¦
[\,]5;, valued at a unit price of 𝑃¦

[\.  Several modes of 

transporting hydrogen and oxygen (e.g., pipelines, liquefied tanks) are available with 

known capacities and costs (𝐶¦
s\,4=DA87AB8, 𝐶¦

[\,4=DA87AB8) to each destination.  It is desired 

to design an optimal PtG system which integrates the excess renewable power, the 

natural gas infrastructure, and the set of hydrogen and oxygen users via an industrial 

symbiosis framework. 

The following questions will be addressed: 

• How much PtG capacity is needed? (𝐸) 

• How much of the available excess renewable power should be used? (𝑃7=754) 

• What is the optimal utilization of hydrogen from electrolyzing water? (𝐹¦
s\) 

• What is the optimal utilization of oxygen from electrolyzing water? (𝐹¦
[\) 

• How is the decision impacted by the uncertainty in power supply? 

• How is the project impacted by changes in key input variables? 

 

3.2 Methodology 

In order to solve the aforementioned problem, the following methodology is adopted.  

First, a pre-synthesis step is employed to determine an optimum selection policy for the 

downstream hydrogen and oxygen utilization. The values of hydrogen and oxygen are 

determined by the end user price, end user location, demand volume, and available 
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transportation infrastructure. The results of the pre-synthesis analysis are used in the 

design of the production plant.  

The objective of step 1 is to determine whether or not it is worthwhile to further 

investigate the project. In this step, the average power availability is used to estimate the 

hydrogen and oxygen production via electrolysis for various electrolyzer sizes. An 

economic analysis of these results is conducted, and if the results are promising, then 

proceed to step 2.  

The objective of step 2 is to understand how the uncertainty in power supply impacts the 

economics of a PtG project. This step is important as the mean of the data (used in step 

1) has limited predictive power in regards to real performance of the project as the data 

will likely have non-trivial variance in the power curtailment rates. Statistical analysis is 

conducted in order to estimate how uncertainty in power supply will impact hydrogen 

and oxygen production for a range of electrolyzer sizes.  

The objective of step 3 is to understand how changes in key input variables impact 

project economics. Key variables include: selling price of hydrogen, selling price of 

oxygen, cost of electrolyzer, and cost of power. In order to determine the impact, 

sensitivity analyses are conducted based on a range of product end users and potential 

future price scenarios.  
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3.2.1 Pre-Synthesis Price Estimation  

The objective of the project is to maximize profit. It is therefore not necessary to meet 

the demand of every sink. 𝐹¦
s\,]5; and 𝐹¦

[\,]5; upper bounds, rather than production 

targets as described by equation 44.  

𝐹¦
s\ ≤ 𝐹¦

s\,]5; (44𝑎) 

𝐹¦
[\ ≤ 𝐹¦

[\,]5; (44𝑏) 

𝐹¦
s\ and 𝐹¦

[\ also have supply side constraints shown in equations 45: 

𝐹s\
7=754 = _𝐹¦

s\

¦

(45𝑎) 

𝐹[\
7=754 = _𝐹¦

[\

¦

(45𝑏) 

The revenue that the hydrogen and oxygen producer receives is not necessarily the entire 

price that the end user is willing to pay. It is important to consider the difference 

between price that the end user is willing to pay and the cost of transportation. 

Therefore, the revenue that the producer receives for supplying a particular sink is given 

in equation 46: 

𝑅s\ =_𝐹¦
s\ × �𝑃¦

s\ − 𝐶¦
s\,4=DA87AB8�

¦

(46𝑎) 

𝑅[\ =_𝐹¦
[\ × �𝑃¦

[\ − 𝐶¦
[\,4=DA87AB8�

¦

(46𝑏) 
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Where 𝑅s\ and 𝑅[\ are the revenue realized by the producer for hydrogen and oxygen, 

𝐹¦
s\ and 𝐹¦

[\ are the flow rates of hydrogen and oxygen supplied by the producer to sink 

𝑗. 

3.2.2 Step 1: Benchmarking Ideal Case 

The first activity in step 1 is to quantify variations in curtailed power availability 

throughout the day during each season of the year. These data can be attained from 

various sources. The exact process for this activity varies depending on the source and 

format of the available data. One example will be explored later in the case study. 

Regardless of the source data, the summary of the data is of the form presented in Table 

15: 

Table 15: Truncated Curtailment Data 

Season Hour Curtailment Rate 
(MW) Available Time (h) 

Winter 9 47.51 0.55 
Winter 10 91.81 0.52 
Spring 9 147.90 0.82 

Summer 8 11.13 0.28 
Summer 9 22.11 0.63 

Fall 10 246.26 0.75 
 

Next, the size of the electrolyzer is varied in order to calculate key economic 

benchmarks. Key benchmarks include: production cost ofs hydrogen ($/kg), profitability 

of the project while monetizing hydrogen only (gross profit, ROI) and profitability of the 

project while co-monetizing hydrogen and oxygen (gross profit, ROI). In addition to the 
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economic objective functions, other objectives such as sustainability and safety can also 

be included in a financial framework [60, 61]. 

Production Cost of Hydrogen 

The amount of power utilized at any given point in time is the minimum of either the 

electrolyzer size or the available curtailed power rate. Therefore, the amount of power 

utilized in any given hour is the aforementioned power rate multiplied by the fraction of 

the hour that power is available. The total power usage in a day is the summation of the 

aforementioned product across all hours of the day. The power utilized throughout a 

season is the daily power usage multiplied by the number of days in that season. And the 

power utilized for the whole year is the summation of the power utilized during each 

season. The total utilization of curtailed energy is calculated according to equations 47-

48: 

𝑃8,C�7A4A®:@ = min�𝐸, 𝑃8,C5«5A45?4:� (47) 

𝑃7=754 =_²𝑁8
@5³8 ×_�𝑇8,C × 𝑃8,C�7A4A®:@�

C

´
8

(48) 

Where 𝑃8,C�7A4A®:@ is the power rate utilized by the electrolyzer during hour ℎ of season 𝑠 

(in MW), 𝑃7=754 is the total (in MWh) amount of power utilized by the electrolyzer in a 

year, 𝐸 is the electrolyzer size in MW, 𝑃8,C5«5A45?4: is the typical available curtailed power 

rate (MW) in each season during a given hour of the day, 𝑇8,C is the typical amount of 

time during each season that power is available during a given hour (expressed as a 
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fraction of an hour), 𝑁8
@5³8 is the number of days in a given season, 𝑠 is the set of 

seasons during the year 𝑠 ∈ (𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟,	

𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙), and ℎ is the set of hours during the day ℎ ∈ (1…24). 

The utilization rate for any given hour is given in equation 49: 

𝑈C,8 =
𝑃8,C�7A4A®:@ × 𝑇8,C

𝐸
(49) 

The utilization rate for the year is given in equation 50: 

𝑈7=754 =
𝑃7=754

𝐸 × 365 × 24
(50) 

The annual hydrogen production rate is calculated by multiplying the power utilized by 

the electrolyzer efficiency as shown in equation 51: 

𝐹s\
7=754 = 𝑃7=754(𝑀𝑊) ×

1000	𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑀𝑊ℎ

× 𝜂 (51) 

Where 𝐹s\
7=754 is the annual hydrogen production rate in kg and 𝜂 is the electrolyzer 

efficiency (in kg H2/kWh).  

Project Profitability 

The total annual cost is given in equation 52: 

𝑇𝐴𝐶 = Φ(𝐷, 𝑂) (52) 
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Where Φ is the total cost equation, and 𝐷 and 𝑂 are sets of design and operating 

variables, respectively, for the plant. The unit production cost of hydrogen is given in 

equation 53: 

𝐶s\
E<=@�B7A=6 =

𝑇𝐴𝐶
𝐹s\
7=754 (53) 

Oxygen revenue is given by equation 45a and annual profit is given in equation 54: 

𝑅s\ =_𝐹¦
s\ × �𝑃¦

s\ − 𝐶¦
s\,4=DA87AB8�

¦

(45𝑎) 

Πs\ = 𝑅s\ − 𝑇𝐴𝐶 (54) 

Where Πs\ is the annual profit from hydrogen sales. 

Oxygen production rate is assumed to follow stoichiometric ratio, given in equation 55. 

Oxygen revenue is given by equations 44b and 45b, and the profit is given by equation 

56: 

𝐹[\
7=754 = 8𝐹s\

7=754 (55) 

𝐹¦
[\ ≤ 𝐹¦

[\,]5; (44𝑏) 

𝑅[\ =_𝐹¦
[\ × �𝑃¦

[\ − 𝐶¦
[\,4=DA87AB8�

¦

(45𝑏) 

Πs\º[\ = 𝑅s\ + 𝑅[\ − 𝑇𝐴𝐶 (56) 
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Where Πs\º[\ is the annual profit while monetizing H2 and O2, 𝐹¦
[\	 and is the oxygen 

production rate. The monetization of oxygen requires minimal additional infrastructure, 

and the incremental cost is considered to be zero.  

The return on investment (ROI) is computed in equations 57 and 58: 

𝑅𝑂𝐼s\ =
Πs\

𝑇𝐴𝐶 × 𝐿
× 100% (57) 

𝑅𝑂𝐼s\º[\ =
Πs\º[\
𝑇𝐴𝐶 × 𝐿

× 100% (58) 

The electrolyzer size is varied, and the economic parameters are computed for each 

electrolyzer size according to base case price figures.  

3.2.3 Step 2: Analysis under Power Supply Uncertainty  

The computations in step 2 are similar to those in step 1 with the addition of a statistical 

analysis on the curtailed power supply. The first task in analyzing the data is to compute 

a distribution of expected values and their associated probabilities based on some 

reference data. The expected power utilized can then be computed using a weighted 

mean of the available curtailment.  

It is then assumed that the distribution of expected values is divided into an arbitrary 

number of intervals. For each interval, 𝑖, 𝑝A is the probability that a random variable, x, 

would fall within the range specified by interval 𝑖. 𝑝A is given by equation 59:   

𝑝A = 𝑃(𝐿𝐵A ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑈𝐵A) (59) 
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Where 𝐿𝐵A is the lower bound on interval 𝑖 and 𝑈𝐵A is the upper bound on interval 𝑖. 

Then, a weighted average of the median values in each interval, gives a more realistic 

view of the range of expected outcomes. The weighted average is given in equation 60: 

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒	𝑜𝑓	𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒	𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑑	𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 =_𝑝A × 𝑀A
A

(60) 

Where	𝑀A is the median value of interval 𝑖.  

The expected power utilized can be calculated as the minimum of either the electrolyzer 

size, or the median value in each probability range, given by equation 61: 

𝑃8,C�7A4A®:@ = 𝑇8,C ×_𝑝A × min(𝑀A, 𝐸)
A

(61) 

With 𝑃8,C�7A4A®:@ obtained, the utilization rate, production rates and economic analysis are 

computed using equations 44-58.  

3.2.4 Sensitivity Analyses 

In step 3, key performance indicators (KPIs) are computed for a range of input variables 

using the same methodology presented in step 2. The KPIs tracked include: gross profit, 

return on investment (ROI) and hydrogen production cost ($/kg H2). Various values of 

the key input variables (hydrogen selling price, oxygen selling price, electrolyzer cost, 

and curtailed power price) are considered. These values should be selected to represent 

the broad range of current and future market values considering various scenarios such 

as: new use cases, carbon taxes, and price premiums from environmentally conscious 

businesses and consumers. 
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3.3 Case Study and Results 

California ISO publishes monthly reports summarizing the curtailment across the state of 

California [62]. Cal ISO data is provided as curtailed power rates in 5 minute intervals as 

shown in Table 16. 

Table 16: Truncated sample of Cal ISO curtailment data 

Date Hour Interval 
Wind Curtailment 

(MW) 
Solar Curtailment 

(MW) 
01/01/18 9 3 0 3 
01/01/18 9 4 0 2 
01/01/18 9 5 0 2 
01/01/18 9 6 0 3 

 

In order to summarize the data, each day of the year was categorized into one of the four 

seasons (winter, spring, summer, fall). Then, the average power curtailment rate (MW) 

and average percentage of time per hour that curtailed power was available were 

calculated for each hour of the day during each season of the year. The resultant 

summary is of the same form shown in Table 15. These values are plotted in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7: Seasonal Wind and Solar Curtailment 

In 2018, there were approximately 432,000 MWh of curtailed power. Of this total, 

404,000 MWh came from solar power, while 29,000 came from wind. Additionally, 

wind curtailment is much less regular that solar curtailment as shown in Figure 7. 

Therefore, it makes practical sense to design based on the solar curtailment. Lastly, it is 

unlikely that a single plant in a single location can make use of all curtailed power at any 

given time due to geographic and market constraints. It is therefore assumed that only a 

portion of the curtailed power is available to the plant of interest at any given point in 

time. These two, along with other key assumptions, are summarized below.  

Key Assumptions: 

• Only curtailed power available from solar power production is considered 
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• 5% of the curtailed power is made available to a single user 

• Useful life of the electrolyzer is 15 years 

• Electrolyzer efficiency is 70% (power requirement is 55 kWh/kg H2) 

• Operations and maintenance are 20% of annual CAPEX 

3.3.1 Pre-synthesis Analysis 

The following end users exist in close proximity to the PtG project: 

End User H2 Demand 
(kg/day) 

H2 Price 
($/kg) 

O2 Demand 
(kg/day) 

O2 Price 
($/kg) 

Hydrogen fueling station 1,000 8   
Partial Oxidation syngas plant   25,000 0.30 
CO2 methanation plant 5,000 3   
Methanol plant 25,000 2   
Wastewater treatment plant   10,000 0.35 

 

The following infrastructure is available 

Transportation mode Sink Cost ($/kg) 
Hydrogen pipeline Methanol plant 0.4 
Natural gas pipeline CO2 methanation plant 0.5 
Cryogenic hydrogen truck Hydrogen fueling station 3.0 
N/A - Onsite Partial oxidation plant 0.0 
Oxygen pipeline Wastewater treatment plant 0.1 

 

Due to the linearity of the price and cost functions, the optimization problem is reduced 

to a single decision variable, 𝐸. The sinks are then prioritized according to which sink 

will generate the most value. The program will allocate hydrogen and oxygen production 
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to sinks according to this priority. This prioritization is reformulated into piecewise 

functions given in equations 62-63: 

𝑅s\ = 365 × ½
𝐹s\
7=754 ≤ 1000

1000 < 𝐹s\
7=754 ≤ 6000

6000 < 𝐹s\
7=754 ≤ 31000

;	
;	
;	

𝐹s\
7=754 × (8 − 3)

5000 + �𝐹s\
7=754 − 1000� × (3 − 0.5)

17500 + �𝐹s\
7=754 − 6000� × (2 − 0.4)

(62) 

𝑅[\ = 365 × ¿
𝐹[\
7=754 ≤ 25000

25000 < 𝐹[\
7=754 ≤ 35000

;	
;	

𝐹[\
7=754 × (0.30)

7500 + �𝐹[\
7=754 − 25000� × (0.35 − 0.1)

(63) 

 

3.3.2 Step 1 

Electrolyzers typically follow a linear cost curve with the operations and maintenance 

cost as a percentage of CAPEX [63]. The total CAPEX is given in equation 64: 

𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋 = 𝐸 × 1000 × 𝑐 (64) 

Where 𝐸 is the electrolyzer capacity (in MW) and 𝑐 is the base cost of the electrolyzer 

($/kW). 

The annualized fixed costs (AFC) can be determined by linearly depreciating the 

electrolyzer over its useful life. The based case assumption for this case study is a useful 

life of 15 years. AFC is given in equation 65: 

𝐴𝐹𝐶 =
𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋
𝐿

(65) 

Where 𝐿 is the useful life of the electrolyzer.  
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Annual non-electricity operations and maintenance costs (O&M) are taken as a 

percentage of CAPEX. A typical range is 0.5-4% of CAPEX [63]. In this case study, 

O&M is taken to be 1.33% of CAPEX, or 20% of AFC as in equation 66: 

𝑂𝑀 = 𝐴𝐹𝐶 × 20% (66) 

The total annual cost is computed in equation 67: 

𝑇𝐴𝐶 = 𝐴𝐹𝐶 + 𝑂𝑀 =
𝐸 × 1000 × 𝑐

𝐿
× 1.2 +__𝑃8,C�7A4A®:@ ×

C

𝛹8,C
E=>:<

8

(67) 

In the base case, 𝛹8,C
E=>:< = 0, ∀	𝑠, ℎ. Additionally, the unit production cost ($/kg H2) can 

be computed according to equation 53. 

The results of the step 1 analysis for the base case are shown in Figure 8-10. The 

electrolyzer size was varied from 1 to 30 MW. Figure 8 shows how the capacity 

utilization and hydrogen production costs vary with electrolyzer size. 
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Figure 8: Productivity of Electrolyzer, ideal case 

At its smallest size, the capacity utilization rate is approximately 29%. As the capacity 

increases, the utilization rate falls to approximately 8%.  

Figure 9 shows the summary of economic analysis of the PtG project under the 

assumption hydrogen will be monetized while oxygen is vented. 

 

Figure 9: Hydrogen Only Economics, ideal case 
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Under these assumptions, the maximum profit achieved is $873,000/year at an 

electrolyzer size of 11 MW with an ROI of 6.11%. Hydrogen is produced at an average 

rate of 960 kg/day, all of which is used to supply a FCEV hydrogen refueling station. 

Figure 10 shows the economic analysis of the PtG project under the assumption that 

hydrogen and oxygen will be monetized at the base case prices. 

 

Figure 10: H2 + O2 economics, ideal case 

Under these assumptions, the maximum profit achieved is approximately $1.7M/year at 

an electrolyzer size of 12 MW with a more attractive ROI of 12%. Hydrogen is produced 

at an average rate of 997 kg/day, all of which is used to supply a FCEV hydrogen 

refueling station. Oxygen is produced at an average rate of 7980 kg/day, all of which is 

used to supply a partial oxidation plant. 
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3.3.3 Step 2 

Figure 11 shows the boxplots of the curtailment events in each hour of each season 

(excluding morning and night time hours where curtailment is 0). It is clear from the 

large number of outliers (red crosses) that the data are not normally distributed and are in 

fact skewed to the right.   
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Figure 11: Summarized Curtailment Data 

 

After applying a log transformation to the data, the values were more normally 

distributed. Figure 12 shows the boxplots of the log transformed data.  
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Figure 12: Log transformed curtailment data 

 

With the normal distribution, basic statistics including mean and variance can be 

computed. Table 17 shows a sample of the statistical data. 
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Table 17: Sample Curtailment Data Statistical Metrics 

Season Hour 
mean(ln(curtailment)) 

(𝝁𝒔,𝒉) 
variance(ln(curtailment)) 

(𝝈𝒔,𝒉) 
Available Time 

(h) 
Winter 9 2.25 1.43 0.55 
Winter 10 2.91 1.51 0.52 
Spring 9 3.26 1.41 0.82 

Summer 8 0.86 1.43 0.28 
Summer 9 1.91 1.18 0.63 

Fall 10 3.86 1.57 0.75 
 

For each 𝑠 and ℎ, the transformed data are then divided into 8 intervals, each of width = 

𝜎8,C. Based on these intervals, the probability, 𝑝A,8,C can be computed according to 

equation 68-69: 

𝐿𝐵A,8,C =
(𝑛A − 1)𝜎8,C

2
(68𝑎) 

𝑈𝐵A,8,C =
(𝑛A + 1)𝜎8,C

2
(68𝑏) 

𝑝A,8,C = Å
1

Æ2𝜋𝜎8,C'
exp Ë−

(𝑥 − 𝜇)'

2𝜎8,C'
Í 𝑑𝑥

ÎÏÐ,Ñ,Ò

�ÏÐ,Ñ,Ò

(69) 

Where 𝑖 ∈ {1,2, … ,8},  𝑛A ∈ {−7,−5,−3,−1, 	1, 	3, 	5, 	7}  and equation 69 is the 

definite integral of a Gaussian distribution between the interval bounds.  

Then, the median value in each interval can be computed according to equation 70: 

𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛A,8,C =
𝑛A × 𝜎8,C

2
(70) 
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Based on this normally distributed weighted average of the available curtailed power, the 

power utilized can be calculated as the minimum of either the electrolyzer size, or the 

median value in each probability range. The hourly power utilization is given in equation 

71. The remainder of the equations in step 2 are exactly the same as described in the 

methodology. 

𝑃8,C�7A4A®:@ = 𝑇8,C ×_𝑝A,8,C × min Õexp Õ
𝑛A × 𝜎8,C

2 Ö , 𝐸Ö
A

(71) 

Figure 13 shows how the capacity utilization and hydrogen production costs vary with 

electrolyzer size. 

 

Figure 13: productivity of Electrolyzer, variance case 

 

Figure 14 shows the shows the summary of economic analysis of the PtG project under 

the assumption that only hydrogen is monetized. 
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Figure 14: Hydrogen Only Economics, variance case 

 

Here, the maximum profit fell to $185,000/year with a project ROI of 3.8%.  

Figure 15 shows the economic analysis of the PtG project assuming hydrogen and 

oxygen are monetized. Hydrogen is produced at an average rate of 277 kg/day, all of 

which is used to supply a FCEV hydrogen refueling station. 

 

Figure 15: H2 + O2 economic analysis, variance case 
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Under these assumptions, the maximum profit achieved is approximately $486,000/year 

at an electrolyzer size of 6 MW with an ROI of 6.7%. Hydrogen is produced at an 

average rate of 358 kg/day, all of which is used to supply a FCEV hydrogen refueling 

station. Oxygen is produced at an average rate of 2861 kg/day, all of which is used to 

supply a partial oxidation plant. 

3.3.4 Step 3 

The price of hydrogen varies greatly based on numerous factors. Current prices for 

industry use (e.g. methanol plant) are approximately $2/kg. However, prices at hydrogen 

stations for FCEV in California are as high as $16/kg; however, such high prices are not 

sustainable. For the sensitivity, average hydrogen prices (minus transportation costs) are 

therefore varied between $2/kg and $10/kg (ie 𝑅s\ = 𝐹s\
7=754 × 2 and 𝑅s\ =

𝐹s\
7=754 × 10).  

The price of oxygen varies significantly with market conditions. According to Ycharts, 

the 2018 price is approximately $0.29/kg [64]. However, given the high CO2 footprint of 

cryogenic hydrogen, a CO2 tax may significantly increase the cost of oxygen. Therefore, 

average oxygen price (minus transportation costs) is varied between $0.25/kg and $1/kg 

(ie 𝑅[\ = 𝐹[\
7=754 × 0.25 and 𝑅[\ = 𝐹[\

7=754 × 1). 

The price of curtailed power is also very uncertain. The base case assumption is that 

curtailed power has a price of $0/MWh. However, in extreme cases, the price has fallen 

as low as -$250/MWh for brief periods of time. It is, however, unlikely that such 

negative prices are sustained for a long time, and the lower bound on average power cost 
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for the year is taken to be -$50/MWh. It is also conceivable that as industry becomes 

more skilled at monetizing excess power, entities will bid the price up such that excess 

power is no longer free. With whole sale power rates in the US around $50-60/MW, the 

upper bound is taken to be $50/MWh. Therefore, power price is varied between  

-$50/MWh and $50/MWh (ie. 𝛹8,C
E=>:< = −50, ∀	𝑠, ℎ	and 𝛹8,C

E=>:< = 50, ∀	𝑠, ℎ).  

Electrolyzer costs are varied between $1000 and $300/kW (ie. 𝑐 = 300 and 𝑐 = 1000).  

Figure 16-21 show the sensitivity analyses on the four key input variables and the 

resultant values for three key performance indicators: maximum achievable gross profit, 

corresponding project ROI, and corresponding production cost. It should be noted that 

the production cost is reported as $/kg H2, though this covers the production cost for 

both H2 and O2. Depending on the end use, project stakeholders might allocate costs 

across hydrogen and oxygen depending on their accounting practices.  

The y axis values shown in the figure represent the scenario that maximizes gross profit 

for each set of input variables. Therefore, gross profit varies monotonically with changes 

in key input variables. However, ROI and production cost do not necessarily vary 

monotonically with key input variables.  
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Figure 16: Sensitivity Analysis on PtG Profit (H2 + O2 Monetization) 

 
Figure 17: Sensitivity Analysis on PtG ROI (H2 + O2 Monetization) 
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Figure 18: Sensitivity Analysis on PtG Production Cost (H2 + O2 Monetization) 

 
Figure 19: Sensitivity Analysis on PtG Profit (H2 only Monetization) 
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Figure 20: Sensitivity Analysis on PtG ROI (H2 only Monetization) 

 
Figure 21: Sensitivity Analysis on PtG Production Cost (H2 only Monetization) 
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3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 PtG Sizing 

The primary factors effecting the cost of the electrolyzer are the size and base cost. From 

the standpoint of total costs, the effect of electrolyzer size is linear. However, it is also 

important to consider the cost relative to the product. For this, capacity utilization is 

defined as the ratio between actual productivity and total capacity. Given the nature of 

PtG, the capacity utilization is generally low, and as the size of the electrolyzer 

increases, the capacity utilization decreases. Therefore, the cost relative to production 

rate increases with size. This is an important feature, as economies of scale generally 

mean that as size increases the relative cost of the product decreases. With PtG, both the 

total cost and relative cost increase as capacity increases, leading to monotonically 

decreasing profit margins and ROIs as the capacity increases. However, on the revenue 

side, the production rate increase is non-linear. For small electrolyzers, the marginal 

increase in revenue is larger than the marginal increase in cost, leading to increases in 

gross profit as the size increases. However, at some point, the marginal increases in 

revenue diminish so much that the marginal increases in cost are greater than the 

marginal increases in revenue. Once this happens, further increases in size leads to lower 

gross profit. Therefore, based on the economic conditions stipulated by the end users, 

power price and electrolyzer base cost, the optimum electrolyzer size is greater than 

zero, but not so large that it utilizes all available power. The optimum utilization rate 

typically fell between 10-20%, decreasing as the economic conditions became more 

attractive (ie hydrogen/oxygen price increases, power price/electrolyzer cost decreases). 
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3.4.2 Ideal Case vs. Uncertainty Case 

By considering the variability in power supply during similar periods (e.g. hour ℎ during 

season 𝑠) the optimized solution is less profitable than the project designed based only 

on the average value of available power. This happens because as variance is introduced 

into the equation, there are a larger number of curtailment events that exceed the peak 

load of the electrolyzer. During these curtailment events, the producer is not able to fully 

utilize the power, which leads to overall lower capacity utilization and lower hydrogen 

and oxygen production rates. This analysis proved to be an important component in 

designing the PtG project. 

3.4.3 Industrial Symbiosis 

Eco-industrial parks provide an opportunity for co-monetizing oxygen and hydrogen. 

While numerous approaches exist to design eco-industrial parks, the Carbon-Hydrogen-

Oxygen SYmbiosis Networks (CHOSYN) framework [9-11, 30] provides an ideal 

framework for integrating hydrogen and oxygen into an EIP. This framework may target 

address objectives. For example, in a case close to an existing industrial city, the 

approach proposed by Noureldin et. al. [9] may be used to reduce the feedstock cost of 

the existing plants. The approach proposed by Panu et. al. [30] may be used to minimize 

CO2 footprint. The approach proposed by Topolski et. al. [11] may be used to monetize 

gasses in case there are limited number of industrial plants nearby. One such 

configuration may look like the system depicted in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: Conceptual implementation of PtG, co-utilization of oxygen and CHOSYN integration 

 

3.5 Conclusions 

It is difficult to make PtG profitable given current industry prices of $2/kg hydrogen, 

$1000/kW electrolyzers and free power while only monetizing the hydrogen. Though 

potential profit is small (4% ROI), it is possible to make money by co-utilizing hydrogen 

and oxygen given current industry prices of $2/kg hydrogen, $0.30/kg oxygen and 

$1000/kW electrolyzers. When hydrogen is used for a higher value end use (e.g. FCEV) 

the economics become more attractive with a 7% ROI. However, high hydrogen prices 

($8/kg, after transportation costs) are needed to meet a typical minimum project ROI of 

10% with current electrolyzer prices, oxygen prices and free curtailed power. High 

oxygen price ($1/kg, after transportation costs) are needed to meet minimum ROI of 

10% with current electrolyzer prices, hydrogen prices and free curtailed power. Very 
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low electrolyzer costs ($400/kW) would be needed to meet minimum ROI of 10% with 

current industrial hydrogen and oxygen prices as well as free curtailed power. 

Even considering the additional monetization strategies, PtG does not have high gross 

economic potential. Its best use case is as a grid balancer, while profitability is a 

secondary benefit. While it may be a difficult business case to invest in PtG for its 

economic benefits, co-monetizing oxygen does improve economics substantially. If 

economic conditions are ideal enough for PtG to be significantly profitable, 

hydrogen/oxygen production via water electrolysis using contract power at $60/MWh 

may also be profitable. In this case it may make sense to design an electrolyzer to handle 

the majority of its capacity through contract power, with a small percentage of additional 

capacity allocated to handle curtailed power. 

3.6 Nomenclature 

3.6.1 Sets 

ℎ Hours of the day, ℎ ∈ (1…24) 

𝑖 Probability interval 𝑖 ∈ (1. .8) 

𝑗 Sinks𝑗 ∈ (1. . 𝑁8A68) 

𝑠 Seasons 𝑠 ∈ (𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟, 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟, 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙) 

 

3.6.2 Parameters 

𝐶¦
s\,4=DA87AB8 Hydrogen Transportation costs ($/kg) 

𝐶¦
[\,4=DA87AB8 Oxygen Transportation costs ($/kg) 
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𝐹¦
s\,]5; Hydrogen demand (kg/time) 

𝐹¦
[\,]5; Oxygen demand (kg/time) 

G8,C]5; Natural gas max withdrawal rate (kg/time) 

𝐿𝐵A  Lower bound of interval 𝑖 

𝐿𝐵A,8,C Lower bound of interval 𝑖 during hour ℎ of season 𝑠 

𝑀A  Median of interval 𝑖 

𝑁8
@5³8 Number of days in each season 

𝑝A  Probability that a random variable falls in interval 𝑖 

𝑃8,C5«5A45?4: Available power rate during hour ℎ of season 𝑠 

𝑃¦
s\  Hydrogen price ($/kg) 

𝑃¦
[\  Oxygen price ($/kg) 

𝑇8,C Average fraction of an hour that power is available during hour ℎ of season 𝑠 

𝑈𝐵A  Upper bound of interval 𝑖 

𝑈𝐵A,8,C Upper bound of interval 𝑖 during hour ℎ of season 𝑠 

𝛹8,C
E=>:< Price of power during hour ℎ if season 𝑠 ($/MWh) 

 

3.6.3 Variables 

𝐶s\
E<=@�B7A=6  

𝐸 Size of the electrolyzer (kW) 

𝐹¦
s\  Hydrogen produced for user 𝑗 (kg/time) 
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𝐹¦
[\ Oxygen produced for user 𝑗 (kg/time) 

𝐹s\
7=754  Total annual hydrogen production (kg/year) 

𝐹[\
7=754  Total annual oxygen production (kg/year) 

𝑂&𝑀 Annual operations and maintenance costs ($/year) 

𝑃�7A4A®:@  Annual power utilized by electrolyzer (MWh/year) 

𝑅s\ Total annual revenue from hydrogen sales ($/year) 

𝑅[\ Total annual revenue from oxygen sales ($/year) 

𝑅𝑂𝐼s\  Return on investment from H2 only sales scenario (%) 

𝑅𝑂𝐼s\º[\  Return on investment from H2 + O2 sales scenario (%) 

𝑇𝐴𝐶 Total annual cost ($/year) 

𝑈C,8 Hourly capacity utilization (%) 

𝑈7=754  Average annual capacity utilization rate (%) 

Πs\  Profit from H2 only scenario ($/year) 

Πs\º[\  Profit from H2 + O2 sales scenario ($/year) 

 

3.6.4 Functions 

Φ(𝐷, 𝑂) Total annual cost ($/year) 

 

3.6.5 Acronyms 

CHOSYN Carbon-Hydrogen-Oxygen-SYmbiosis Network 
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CO2 carbon dioxide 

EIP Eco-Industrial Park 

FCEV fuel cell electric vehicle 

H2 molecular hydrogen 

O2 molecular oxygen 

PtG Power to Gas 

ROI Return on Investment 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This research presented a systematic approach to monetizing excess resources to abate 

carbon dioxide emissions. The approaches include the design of a Carbon-Hydrogen-

Oxygen-SYmbiosis Network (CHOSYN) with CO2 emissions constraints, and the 

monetization of excess renewable power via the integration of power-to-gas (PtG) and 

the natural gas infrastructure. 

In chapter 2, a bi-objective optimization based approach was presented with the 

following objectives: 

1) Reducing carbon dioxide emissions within an eco-industrial park 

2) Reducing feedstock costs  

The approach is an extension of previous work on Carbon-Hydrogen-Oxygen SYmbiosis 

Networks (CHOSYNs), a special case of eco-industrial parks. A case study was solved 

which achieved both aforementioned objectives, elucidated the tradeoffs between 

minimizing the two objectives, as well as demonstrated improvements over previous 

research in the area. Novel contributions in the work included: 

1) Introduction of carbon dioxide emissions reduction objective  

2) Bi-objective approach to CHOSYN design 

3) Generalized the shortcut approach to CHOSYN design to handle any number of 

reactants, products and reactions 
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In chapter 3, a statistical optimization based approach was presented with the following 

objectives: 

1) Utilizing curtailed renewable power through electrolysis 

2) Monetizing both hydrogen and oxygen produced via electrolysis 

3) Taking advantage of synergies between electrolysis, the natural gas 

infrastructure, and chemical manufacturing 

Additionally, this approach addressed the challenge of designing the Power-to-Gas (PtG) 

system under power supply uncertainty, while also quantifying the economic 

performance over a range of key input variables. A case study was solved to demonstrate 

the additional economic benefits of integrating PtG with the natural gas infrastructure. 

This work showed that while it is possible to make profit through PtG, it may serve best 

to facilitate the integration of renewables into the power grid while also substituting 

hydrogen and oxygen that come with large carbon footprints.  

Reducing carbon dioxide emissions to the targeting level will require myriad solutions 

for the many scenarios in which carbon dioxide emissions are generated. As urgency 

continues to intensify, it will become increasingly important to invest in strategies that 

have long term economic viability. The strategies presented in this dissertation present a 

framework for reducing carbon dioxide emissions while also improving the economics 

of the associated process.  
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APPENDIX 1  

GAMS CODE FOR CHOSYN 

 

4.1 Appendix 1a: Step 1 with tradeoffs 

$OnEOLCom 
$EOLCom // 
$OnSymList 
 
Sets 
  p    plant (internal sources and internal sinks) / GTL, 
ethylene, PDH, MTP, VAM / 
  s    chemical species / CO2, CO, H2, CH4, H2O, O2, CH3OH, 
CH3COOH / 
  e(s) external source (subset of s) – this must be a pure 
species / CH4, H2O, O2, H2, CH3COOH, CH3OH / 
  d(s) discharge stream (subset of s) – this must be a pure 
species / CH4, H2O, CO2 / 
; 
 
display p, s, e, d 
 
Parameters 
  alpha(s) number of carbon atoms in species s 
  / CH4     1 
    CO2     1 
    CO      1 
    CH3OH   1 
    CH3COOH 2 / 
  beta(s)  number of hydrogen atoms in species s 
  / CH4     4 
    H2      2 
    H2O     2 
    CH3OH   4 
    CH3COOH 4  / 
  gamma(s) number of oxygen atoms in species s 
  / CO2     2 
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    CO      1 
    H2O     1 
    O2      2 
    CH3OH   1 
    CH3COOH 2  / 
  purchase_cost€ cost per kmol of species e 
  / CH4      2.538 
    H2       2.64 
    H2O      0.108 
    O2       3.520 
    CH3COOH  59.54 
    CH3OH    13.94  /; 
 
Table 
  G(s,p)   molar demand of species s for plant p 
           MTP     VAM 
  CH3OH    6500 
  CH3COOH          140 
; 
 
Table 
  W(s,p) molar flow rate of species s in stream € leaving 
plant p 
       GTL  Ethylene  PDH  MTP  VAM 
  CO   930 
  CO2  2910           180  900  18 
  H2   7830 135       2000 
  CH4       39 
; 
 
display alpha, beta, gamma, G, W 
 
*calculated paratemters 
Parameters 
  Ac_Supply(p) plant supply of carbon atoms 
  Ah_Supply(p) plant supply of hydrogen atoms 
  Ao_Supply(p) plant supply of oxygen atoms 
  Ac_demand(p) 
  Ah_demand(p) 
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  Ao_demand(p) 
  Ac_Net 
  Ah_Net 
  Ao_Net 
; 
 
Ac_Supply(p) = sum(s, alpha(s) * W(s,p)); 
Ah_Supply(p) = sum(s, beta(s) * W(s,p)); 
Ao_Supply(p) = sum(s, gamma(s) * W(s,p)); 
 
Ac_demand(p) = sum(s, alpha(s) * G(s,p)); 
Ah_demand(p) = sum(s, beta(s) * G(s,p)); 
Ao_demand(p) = sum(s, gamma(s) * G(s,p)); 
 
Ac_Net = sum(p, Ac_Supply(p) – Ac_demand(p)); 
Ah_Net = sum(p, Ah_Supply(p) – Ah_demand(p)); 
Ao_Net = sum(p, Ao_Supply(p) – Ao_demand(p)); 
 
display Ac_Supply, Ah_Supply, Ao_Supply 
display Ac_demand, Ah_demand, Ao_demand 
display Ac_net, Ah_net, Ao_net 
 
Positive Variables 
  F_in€      external flow rate of species e (same as F in 
CHOSYN Model) 
  F_out(d)     external discharge flow rate of species d 
(same as D in CHOSYN model) 
; 
 
Free Variables 
  total_cost   objective variable 
  CO2_emissions 
; 
 
Equations 
 
  external_flow_rate_c 
  external_flow_rate_h 
  external_flow_rate_o 
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  objective1 
  objective2 
 
  CO2_UB 
; 
 
* equation definitions 
  objective1.. total_cost =e= sum(e, F_in€ * 
purchase_cost€) ; 
  objective2.. CO2_emissions =e= F_out(“CO2”) ; 
 
  external_flow_rate_c ..  Ac_net + sum(e, alpha€ * F_in€) 
– sum(d, alpha(d) * F_out(d)) =e= 0; 
  external_flow_rate_h ..  Ah_net + sum(e, beta€  * F_in€) 
– sum(d, beta(d)  * F_out(d)) =e= 0; 
  external_flow_rate_o ..  Ao_net + sum(e, gamma€ * F_in€) 
– sum(d, gamma(d) * F_out(d)) =e= 0; 
 
  CO2_UB.. F_out(“CO2”) =l= 400; 
 
model CHOSYN / all / 
 
Solve CHOSYN 
      min total_cost 
*      min CO2_emissions 
      using lp; 
 
Parameter annual_cost; 
 annual_cost = total_cost.l * 8000/1000000; 
 
display F_in.l, F_out.l 
display total_cost.l,  annual_cost, CO2_emissions.l 
 
4.2 Appendix 1b: Reaction pathway synthesis 

$OnEOLCom 
$EOLCom // 
$OnSymList 
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Sets 
  s  components / CH4, CO, CO2, H2, CH3OH, H2O, O2, CH3COOH 
/ 
  p  internal sources / GTL, Ethylene, PDH, MTP, VAM, 
External / 
  j  candidate reactions / 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 / 
*    1 methanol from syngas 
*    2 methanol from CO2 
*    3 steam reforming to CO + H2 
*    4 steam reforming to CO2 + H2 
*    5 dry reforming 
*    6 water gas shift 
*    7 acetic acid from methanol and CO 
; 
 
display s, p, j 
 
parameter num_steps(j) / 1 6, 2 5, 3 4, 4 4, 5 4, 6 2, 7 6 
/; 
 
display num_steps 
 
Table 
  v(s,j) stoichiometric 90ndicates90t of component s in 
reaction j 
           1         2         3         4         5         
6         7 
CO2                  1                  -1         1        
-1 
CO         1                  -1                  -2         
1         1 
H2         2         3        -3        -4        -2        
-1 
CH4                            1         1         1 
H2O                 -1         1         2                   
1 
O2 
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CH3OH     -1        -1                                                 
1 
CH3COOH                                                               
-1 
; 
 
* positive sign indicates reactant while negative sign 
indicates product 
 
display v 
 
Table 
  T(s,p) “flow rate of component s from p (positive = 
source and negative = sink)” 
        GTL        Ethylene        PDH        MTP        
VAM        External 
CO2     2910                       180        900        18         
-400 
CO      930 
H2      7830       135             2000                             
197 
CH4                39                                               
2203 
H2O                                                                 
-1366 
O2 
CH3OH                                         -6500 
CH3COOH                                                  -
140 
; 
 
* combination of G, W, F_in and F_out 
* positive sign 91ndicates source (fresh feed or product), 
while a negative sign 
* indicates sink (discharge or reactant) 
 
display T 
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Parameter overall_coeff(s) stoichiometric coefficient of 
component s in overall stoichiometric equation; 
 
  overall_coeff(s) = sum(p, T(s,p)); 
 
display overall_coeff 
 
 
positive variable 
  a(j) stoichiomentric coefficeient of reaction j 
; 
 
variable 
  sum_proc_steps; 
 
binary variable 
  b(j) 1 if k exists else 0 
; 
 
equations 
  solve_for_a(s) 
  activate_b1(j) 
  activate_b2(j) 
  objective 
; 
 
  solve_for_a(s)..  sum(j, a(j) * v(s,j)) =e=  
overall_coeff(s); 
 
  activate_b1(j)..   a(j) =l=  b(j) * 10000; 
  activate_b2(j)..   a(j) =g= -b(j) * 10000; 
 
  objective..       sum_proc_steps =e= sum(j, b(j) * 
num_steps(j)); 
 
model RPS / all / 
option limrow = 10 
solve RPS min sum_proc_steps using mip 
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parameters rxn_FCI(j), rxn_CAPEX(j), total_CAPEX,  
validation(j), F(j); 
 
parameter MW(s) 
  / CH4     16 
    CO      28 
    CO2     44 
    H2      2 
    CH3OH   32 
    H2O     18 
    O2      32 
    CH3COOH 60 / 
; 
 
Table m(s,j) 
           1         2         3         4         5         
6         7 
CO2                                                          
1 
CO 
H2                             3         4         2         
1 
CH4 
H2O 
O2 
CH3OH      1         1 
CH3COOH                                                                
1 
 
; 
 
  validation(j) = sum(s, v(s,j) * MW(s)); // should equal 
zero for all 
 
  F(j) = sum(s, m(s,j) * a.l(j) * MW(s)) * 8000 / 1000;   
// units: (unitless * kmol/hr * kg/kmol) * 8000 hr/yr * 1 
metric ton / 1000 kg  = MTPA 
 
  rxn_FCI(j) = 17000 * num_steps(j) * F(j)**0.65; 
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  rxn_CAPEX(j) = rxn_FCI(j) / 0.85 / 10 / 1000000; // FCI / 
85% / 10 years / 1 million (answer in $millions) 
 
  total_CAPEX = sum(j, rxn_CAPEX(j)); 
 
display a.l, b.l, sum_proc_steps.l 
 
display F, rxn_CAPEX, total_CAPEX, validation, m 
 
 
4.3 Appendix 1c: Stoichinomic targe 

$OnEOLCom 
$EOLCom // 
$OnSymList 
 
Sets 
  p    plant (internal sources and internal sinks) / GTL, 
ethylene, PDH, MTP, VAM / 
  s    chemical species / CO2, CO, H2, CH4, H2O, O2, CH3OH, 
CH3COOH / 
  e(s) external source (subset of s) – this must be a pure 
species / CH4, H2O, O2, H2, CH3COOH, CH3OH / 
  d(s) discharge stream (subset of s) – this must be a pure 
species / CH4, H2O, CO2, H2 / 
; 
 
display p, s, e, d 
 
Parameters 
  alpha(s) number of carbon atoms in species s 
  / CH4     1 
    CO2     1 
    CO      1 
    CH3OH   1 
    CH3COOH 2 / 
  beta(s)  number of hydrogen atoms in species s 
  / CH4     4 
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    H2      2 
    H2O     2 
    CH3OH   4 
    CH3COOH 4  / 
  gamma(s) number of oxygen atoms in species s 
  / CO2     2 
    CO      1 
    H2O     1 
    O2      2 
    CH3OH   1 
    CH3COOH 2  / 
  purchase_cost€ cost per kmol of species e 
  / CH4      2.538 
    H2       2.64 
    H2O      0.108 
    O2       3.520 
    CH3COOH  59.54 
    CH3OH    13.94  / 
  FR 
  / 0.9 / 
  C_capture(p) cost per kmol to capture co2 from plant p 
  / GTL 2.31 
    PDH 3.95 
    MTP 3.32 
    VAM 4.85 / 
  AE_capture(p) 
  / GTL 0.06 
    PDH 0.06 
    MTP 0.06 
    VAM 0.04 / 
  AE_purchase€ 
  / CH4      0.53 
    H2       0.48 
    CH3COOH  0.4 
    CH3OH    0.22 /; 
 
Table 
  G(s,p)   molar demand of species s for plant p 
           MTP     VAM 
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  CH3OH    6500 
  CH3COOH          140 
; 
 
Table 
  W(s,p) molar flow rate of species s in stream € leaving 
plant p 
       GTL  Ethylene  PDH  MTP  VAM 
  CO   930 
  CO2  2910           180  900  18 
  H2   7830 135       2000 
  CH4       39 
; 
 
display alpha, beta, gamma, G, W, purchase_cost, FR, 
C_capture, AE_capture, AE_purchase 
 
*calculated paratemters 
Parameters 
  Ac_Supply(p) plant supply of carbon atoms 
  Ah_Supply(p) plant supply of hydrogen atoms 
  Ao_Supply(p) plant supply of oxygen atoms 
  Ac_demand(p) 
  Ah_demand(p) 
  Ao_demand(p) 
  Ac_Net 
  Ah_Net 
  Ao_Net 
; 
 
Ac_Supply(p) = sum(s, alpha(s) * W(s,p)); 
Ah_Supply(p) = sum(s, beta(s) * W(s,p)); 
Ao_Supply(p) = sum(s, gamma(s) * W(s,p)); 
 
Ac_demand(p) = sum(s, alpha(s) * G(s,p)); 
Ah_demand(p) = sum(s, beta(s) * G(s,p)); 
Ao_demand(p) = sum(s, gamma(s) * G(s,p)); 
 
Ac_Net = sum(p, Ac_Supply(p) – Ac_demand(p)); 
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Ah_Net = sum(p, Ah_Supply(p) – Ah_demand(p)); 
Ao_Net = sum(p, Ao_Supply(p) – Ao_demand(p)); 
 
FR = 0.9; 
 
display Ac_Supply, Ah_Supply, Ao_Supply 
display Ac_demand, Ah_demand, Ao_demand 
display Ac_net, Ah_net, Ao_net 
 
Positive Variables 
 
  F_in€      external flow rate of species e (same as F in 
CHOSYN Model) 
  F_out(d)     external discharge flow rate of species d 
(same as D in CHOSYN model) 
  F_CO2_used(p) 
; 
 
Free Variables 
  total_cost     objective variable 
  CO2_emissions 
; 
 
 
Equations 
 
  external_flow_rate_c 
  external_flow_rate_h 
  external_flow_rate_o 
 
  CO2_mass_balance 
  Used_CO2_UB 
 
  objective1 
  objective2 
 
  CO2_UB 
; 
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* equation definitions 
  objective1.. total_cost =e= sum(e, F_in€ * 
purchase_cost€) + sum(p,F_CO2_Used(p) * C_capture(p)); 
  objective2.. CO2_emissions =e= F_out(“CO2”) + sum(p, 
F_CO2_used(p) * AE_capture(p)) + sum(e, F_in€ * 
AE_purchase€); 
 
  external_flow_rate_c ..  Ac_net + sum(e, alpha€ * F_in€) 
– sum(d, alpha(d) * F_out(d)) =e= 0; 
  external_flow_rate_h ..  Ah_net + sum(e, beta€  * F_in€) 
– sum(d, beta(d)  * F_out(d)) =e= 0; 
  external_flow_rate_o ..  Ao_net + sum(e, gamma€ * F_in€) 
– sum(d, gamma(d) * F_out(d)) =e= 0; 
 
  CO2_mass_balance .. sum(p, F_CO2_used(p)) =e= sum(p, 
W(“CO2”,p)) – F_out(“CO2”); 
  Used_CO2_UB(p) .. F_CO2_used(p) =l= W(“CO2”,p) * FR; 
 
  CO2_UB.. CO2_emissions =l= 1856.144; 
 
model CHOSYN / all / 
option limrow = 10; 
 
Solve CHOSYN 
      min total_cost 
      using lp; 
 
Parameter report(*,*), Materials(s,*,*); 
 
* Base case (unintegrated) 
 report(“Raw Material Cost ($MM)”,”Base Case”) = (6500 * 
purchase_cost(“CH3OH”) + 140 * purchase_cost(“CH3COOH”)) * 
8000/1000000; 
 report(“CO2 Capture Cost ($MM)”,”Base Case”) = 0; 
 report(“Annual Cost ($MM)”,”Base Case”) = (6500 * 
purchase_cost(“CH3OH”) + 140 * purchase_cost(“CH3COOH”)) * 
8000/1000000; 
 
 report(“Unused CO2 (kmol/hr)”,”Base Case”) = 4008; 
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 report(“Emissions from Raw Materials”,”Base Case”) = 6500 
* AE_purchase(“CH3OH”) + 140 * AE_purchase(“CH3COOH”); 
 report(“Emissions from Energy Usage”,”Base Case”) = 0; 
 report(“Total Emissions”,”Base Case”) = report(“Unused CO2 
(kmol/hr)”,”Base Case”) + report(“Emissions from Raw 
Materials”,”Base Case”); 
 
 report(“Available CO2”,”Base Case”) = 4008*FR; 
 report(“Utilized CO2”,”Base Case”) = 0; 
 report(“Utilization % of Available CO2”,”Base Case”) = 0; 
 
* Cost minimization 
 report(“Raw Material Cost ($MM)”,”Cost Minimization”) = 
sum(e, F_in.l€ * purchase_cost€) * 8000/1000000; 
 report(“CO2 Capture Cost ($MM)”,”Cost Minimization”) = 
sum(p,F_CO2_Used.l(p) * C_capture(p)) * 8000/1000000; 
 report(“Annual Cost ($MM)”,”Cost Minimization”) = 
total_cost.l * 8000/1000000; 
 
 report(“Unused CO2 (kmol/hr)”,”Cost Minimization”) = 
F_out.l(“CO2”); 
 report(“Emissions from Raw Materials”,”Cost Minimization”) 
= sum(e, F_in.l€ * AE_purchase€); 
 report(“Emissions from Energy Usage”,”Cost Minimization”) 
= sum(p, F_CO2_used.l(p) * AE_capture(p)); 
 report(“Total Emissions”,”Cost Minimization”) = 
CO2_emissions.l; 
 
 report(“Available CO2”,”Cost Minimization”) = sum(p, 
W(“CO2”,p)) * FR; 
 report(“Utilized CO2”,”Cost Minimization”) = sum(p, 
F_CO2_Used.l(p)); 
 report(“Utilization % of Available CO2”,”Cost 
Minimization”) = sum(p, F_CO2_Used.l(p)) / (sum(p, 
W(“CO2”,p)) * FR) * 100; 
 
 Materials(e,”FEED”,”Cost Min”) = F_in.l€; 
 Materials(d,”DISCHARGE”,”Cost Min”) = F_out.l(d); 
 Materials(“CO2”,p,”Cost Min”) = F_CO2_used.l(p); 
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Solve CHOSYN 
      min CO2_emissions 
      using lp; 
 
* CO2 minimization 
 report(“Raw Material Cost ($MM)”,”CO2 Minimization”) = 
sum(e, F_in.l€ * purchase_cost€) * 8000/1000000; 
 report(“CO2 Capture Cost ($MM)”,”CO2 Minimization”) = 
sum(p,F_CO2_Used.l(p) * C_capture(p)) * 8000/1000000; 
 report(“Annual Cost ($MM)”,”CO2 Minimization”) = 
total_cost.l * 8000/1000000; 
 
 report(“Unused CO2 (kmol/hr)”,”CO2 Minimization”) = 
F_out.l(“CO2”); 
 report(“Emissions from Raw Materials”,”CO2 Minimization”) 
= sum(e, F_in.l€ * AE_purchase€); 
 report(“Emissions from Energy Usage”,”CO2 Minimization”) = 
sum(p, F_CO2_used.l(p) * AE_capture(p)); 
 report(“Total Emissions”,”CO2 Minimization”) = 
CO2_emissions.l; 
 
 report(“Available CO2”,”CO2 Minimization”) = sum(p, 
W(“CO2”,p)) * FR; 
 report(“Utilized CO2”,”CO2 Minimization”) = sum(p, 
F_CO2_Used.l(p)); 
 report(“Utilization % of Available CO2”,”CO2 
Minimization”) = sum(p, F_CO2_Used.l(p)) / (sum(p, 
W(“CO2”,p)) * FR) * 100; 
 
 Materials(e,”FEED”,”CO2 Min”) = F_in.l€; 
 Materials(d,”DISCHARGE”,”CO2 Min”) = F_out.l(d); 
 Materials(“CO2”,p,”CO2 Min”) = F_CO2_used.l(p); 
 
display report, Materials 
 
execute_unload ‘outdata.gdx’ 
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APPENDIX 2  

MATLAB CODE FOR PTG 

 

The following 10 MATLAB files were used solving the model presented in Chapter 3.  

Get_data.m. This script is used to import data from excel to MATLAB. By default data 

is imported from the file titled 2018data.xlsx (included in the supplementary materials). 

2018data.xlsx must be in the current directory. Data are saved to curtailment_data.mat 

for use in other scripts. 

Curtailment_by_season.m. This script is optional and not used directly in the 

computations. It is used to visualize the curtailment variation by season without 

consideration of the hourly variation. 

curtailment_statistics.m. This script executes the statistical analysis of curtailment data 

as described in section 3.3.3. Data are imported from curtailment_data.mat then 

segmented by season and hour. The output data are saved to 

curtailment_by_season_hour.mat. 

plot_curtailment.m. This script creates the box plots shown at the beginning of section 

3.3.3. Four box plots for untransformed data and four box plots for the log transformed 

data. 

compute_utilization.m. This script computes capacity utilization. Data are imported 

from curtailment_by_season_hour.mat and output data are saved to utilization_data.mat. 

The user must specify a few input parameters: 
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• Model type: 1 = mean only (section 3.2.2), 2 = variance model (section 3.2.3) 

• Max electrolyzer size: model will vary utilization for electrolyzer sizes between 1 

and max electrolyzer size. Default value used in the case study is 30 MW. 

• Available capacity: this is the percentage of total curtailed power made available. 

The default value used in the case study is 0.05 (5%). 

This script calls one of two functions depending on the model type specified: 

• utilization_rate.m: mean only model 

• utilization_rate_v.m: variance model 

PtG_economics.m. This script computes economic information based on specific values 

for each key input variable. Key input variables include: 

• hydrogen selling price ($/kg, default = 8), if price varies with size, hydrogen 

selling price should be specified as a 1x30 vector with prices corresponding to 

hydrogen production rates of electrolyzers sized according to the function  

linspace(1,max_electrolyzer_size, 30).  

• oxygen selling price ($/kg, default = 0.3) , if price varies with size, oxygen 

selling price should be specified as a 1x30 vector with prices corresponding to 

oxygen production rates of electrolyzers sized according to the function  

linspace(1,max_electrolyzer_size, 30). 

• Curtailed power price ($/MWh, default = 0) 

• Electrolyzer efficiency (kWh/kg H2, default = 55) 

• Electrolyzer base cost ($/kW, default = 1000) 
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• O&M cost (% of AFC, default = 0.2) 

• Depreciation life of electrolyzer (years, default = 15) 

In addition to the computation, this script visualizes the data in plots similar to Figures 

14-16, . 

Sensitivity_Analyses.m. This script computes the economic information based on 

vectors of values for the key input variables. Key input variables include: 

• Hydrogen selling price ($/kg, default range = 2 – 10) 

• Oxygen selling price ($/kg, default range = 0.25 – 1) 

• Curtailed power price ($/MWh, default range = -50 – 50)  

• Electrolyzer base cost ($/kW, default range = 300 – 1000) 

In addition to the computations, the script visualizes the data in plots similar to Figures 

17-22. 

Economic_computations.m. This script is called by sensitivity analysis to compute the 

economic values for each combination of key input variables.  

utilization_rate.m. This function is called by compute_utilization.m to compute the 

utilization for each hour of each season based only on the mean, then summarize into 

average annual capacity utilization (equations 47 - 50) in section 3.2.2. 

utilization_rate_v.m. This function is called by compute_utilization.m to compute the 

utilization for each hour of each season based on the variance model, then summarize 

into average annual capacity utilization (equations 47-50, 68-71) in section 3.2.3. 
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All MATLAB models were developed and executed on MATLAB R2017a – academic 

use on a Windows 10 PC. Due to the file references, these files are optimized for use on 

a Windows computer. In order to execute these files on a Mac computer, path references 

must be updated. 

4.4 Appendix 2a: get_data.m 

clear, clc 
%% import raw data 
filname = '2018data.xlsx'; 
sheetname = 'Sheet2 (2)'; 
  
%% all data  
[num,text,raw_data]  = 
xlsread(filname,sheetname,'A2:J8761');  
% separate data into individual variables 
date_raw        = string(raw_data(:,2)); 
day_raw         = cell2mat(raw_data(:,3)); 
month_raw       = string(raw_data(:,4)); 
hour_raw        = cell2mat(raw_data(:,8)); 
season_raw      = string(raw_data(:,6)); 
all_season_raw  = string(raw_data(:,5)); 
curtailment_raw = cell2mat(raw_data(:,9)); 
available_mins  = cell2mat(raw_data(:,10)); 
  
save([pwd '/data/curtailment_data.mat']) 
  
%% small data - contains winter points with two valid hours 
[num,text,raw_data]  = xlsread(filname,sheetname,'A2:J11'); 
% separate data into individual variables 
date_raw        = string(raw_data(:,2)); 
day_raw         = cell2mat(raw_data(:,3)); 
month_raw       = string(raw_data(:,4)); 
hour_raw        = cell2mat(raw_data(:,8)); 
season_raw      = string(raw_data(:,6)); 
all_season_raw  = string(raw_data(:,5)); 
curtailment_raw = cell2mat(raw_data(:,9)); 
available_mins  = cell2mat(raw_data(:,10)); 
  
save([pwd '/data/small_data.mat']) 
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%% medium data - contains winter points with multiple valid 
hours 
[num,text,raw_data]  = 
xlsread(filname,sheetname,'A50:J83'); 
% separate data into individual variables 
date_raw        = string(raw_data(:,2)); 
day_raw         = cell2mat(raw_data(:,3)); 
month_raw       = string(raw_data(:,4)); 
hour_raw        = cell2mat(raw_data(:,8)); 
season_raw      = string(raw_data(:,6)); 
all_season_raw  = string(raw_data(:,5)); 
curtailment_raw = cell2mat(raw_data(:,9)); 
available_mins  = cell2mat(raw_data(:,10)); 
  
save([pwd '/data/medium_data.mat']) 
  
%% 
load([pwd '/data/curtailment_data.mat']) 
clear filname sheetname num text 
save([pwd '/data/curtailment_data.mat']) 
  
load([pwd '/data/small_data.mat']) 
clear filname sheetname num text 
save([pwd '/data/small_data.mat']) 
  
load([pwd '/data/medium_data.mat']) 
clear filname sheetname num text 
save([pwd '/data/medium_data.mat']) 
clear 
 

4.5 Appendix 2b: curtailment_by_season.m 

%% initialize script 
clear, clc, load([pwd '/data/curtailment_data.mat']) 
% clear, clc, load('small_data.mat') 
% clear, clc, load('medium_data.mat') 
  
%% prepare data 
% create logical filters 
minimum_curtailment = 0; % some curtailments are so close 
to zero they shouldn't be counted 
is_valid = curtailment_raw > minimum_curtailment; % logical 
index indicating which events are greater than minimum 
curtailment threshold 
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% these logical filters are the same length as raw data and 
contain zeros 
% for data points that are in a different season or too 
small to count and 
% ones for data points for the indicated season and large 
enough to count 
winter = logical(ismember(season_raw,"Winter") .* 
is_valid);  
spring = logical(ismember(season_raw,"Spring") .* 
is_valid); 
summer = logical(ismember(season_raw,"Summer") .* 
is_valid); 
fall   = logical(ismember(season_raw,"Fall")   .* 
is_valid); 
  
% filter data 
% these arrays contain the curtailment values for each 
curtailment event in 
% a season according to the logical filter determined above 
% season_raw(is_valid) is the vector containing the labels 
of the seasons 
% corresponding with the vertical concatenation of these 
four vectors 
winter_curtailment = curtailment_raw(winter); 
spring_curtailment = curtailment_raw(spring); 
summer_curtailment = curtailment_raw(summer); 
fall_curtailment  = curtailment_raw(fall); 
  
% other variables 
% cell array containing strings for each season. this is 
used in naming 
% labels 
season_list_s = {"Winter", "Spring", "Summer", "Fall"}; 
  
%% analyze data - no transformation 
% run basic statistics 
% cell array makes it easier to loop through computations 
that need to be 
% carried out individually on each of the seasonal data 
seasonal_curtailment = {winter_curtailment; 
spring_curtailment; summer_curtailment; fall_curtailment}; 
  
for i = 1:4 
    % nt_ prefix means "not transformed" 
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    nt_quartiles(i,:) = 
quantile(seasonal_curtailment{i},[.25 .50 .75]); % each row 
is a season 
    nt_median_val(i)  = median(seasonal_curtailment{i}); 
    nt_mean_val(i)    = mean(seasonal_curtailment{i}); 
    nt_stdev_val(i)   = std(seasonal_curtailment{i}); % 
data is not normally distributed, so this is not meaningful 
end 
     
% plot data 
figure(1) 
  
subplot(2,4,[2 3]) 
boxplot([winter_curtailment; spring_curtailment; 
summer_curtailment; fall_curtailment],season_raw(is_valid)) 
title('Curtailment by season'); 
xlabel('Season');ylabel('Curtailment (MWh)'); 
  
for i = 1:4 
    subplot(2,4,i+4); 
    histogram(seasonal_curtailment{i}); 
    title(season_list_s{i} + ' curtailment'); 
    xlabel('Curtailment Event Size (MWh)'); 
ylabel('Count'); 
end 
  
suptitle('seasonal variation - untransformed data') 
  
%% log transformation 
  
% transform data 
winter_curtailment = log(winter_curtailment); 
spring_curtailment = log(spring_curtailment); 
summer_curtailment = log(summer_curtailment); 
fall_curtailment   = log(fall_curtailment  ); 
  
seasonal_curtailment = {winter_curtailment; 
spring_curtailment; summer_curtailment; fall_curtailment}; 
  
% run statistics 
max_count = [100 190 140 130]; % this is the max count for 
each season, used to derive scaling factor 
x = linspace(-4,8,100);     
     
for i = 1:4 
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    quartiles(i,:) = quantile(seasonal_curtailment{i},[.25 
.50 .75]); % each row is a season 
    median_val(i)  = median(seasonal_curtailment{i}); 
    mean_val(i)    = mean(seasonal_curtailment{i}); 
    stdev_val(i)   = std(seasonal_curtailment{i}); 
    P(i,:) = 1/(sqrt(2*pi*stdev_val(i)^2))*exp(-((x-
mean_val(i)).^2/(2*stdev_val(i)^2))); 
    % scaling factor for each plot (this is the max count 
divided by the ordinate (P(x=mu)))) 
    % This makes the peak of the distribution = the max 
count 
    ordinate(i) = max_count(i)*(sqrt(2*pi*stdev_val(i)^2));  
end 
  
figure(2) 
  
subplot(2,4,[2 3]) 
boxplot([winter_curtailment; spring_curtailment; 
summer_curtailment; fall_curtailment],season_raw(is_valid)) 
title('Curtailment by season'); 
xlabel('Season'); ylabel('log(Curtailment)'); 
  
  
for i = 1:4 
    subplot(2,4,i+4); 
    histogram(seasonal_curtailment{i}); 
    hold on 
    plot(x,ordinate(i)*P(4,:)) 
    hold off 
    title(season_list_s{i} + ' curtailment'); 
    xlabel('log(Curtailment Event Size)'); 
    ylabel('Count'); 
end 
  
suptitle('seasonal variation - log transformation') 
 

4.6 Appendix 2c: curtailment_statistics.m 

%% initialize script 
clear, clc, load([pwd '/data/curtailment_data.mat']) 
% clear, clc, load('small_data.mat') 
% clear, clc, load('medium_data.mat') 
  
%% variable descriptions 
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% 
% curtailment_raw     : type: double,  descriptoin: hourly 
curtailment total in MWh 
% minimum_curtailment : type: double,  descriptoin: minimum 
threshhold to consider curtailment event 
% is_valid            : type: logical, descriptoin: 1 if 
valid, 0 if not 
%  
  
%% prepare data 
% create logical filters 
minimum_curtailment = 0; % some curtailments are so close 
to zero they shouldn't be counted 
is_valid = curtailment_raw > minimum_curtailment; % logical 
index indicating which events are greater than minimum 
curtailment threshold 
  
% these logical filters are the same length as raw data and 
contain zeros 
% for data points that are in a different season or too 
small to count and 
% ones for data points for the indicated season and large 
enough to count 
winter = ismember(season_raw,"Winter");  
spring = ismember(season_raw,"Spring"); 
summer = ismember(season_raw,"Summer"); 
fall   = ismember(season_raw,"Fall"); 
  
% logical filter is the same length as raw data and contain 
zeros for data 
% points that are different hour or too small and ones for 
data points for 
% the indicated hour that are sufficiently large 
for i=1:24 
    hour{i} = ismember(hour_raw,i); 
end  
  
% filter data 
% these arrays contain the curtailment values for each 
curtailment event in 
% a season according to the logical filter determined above 
% season_raw(is_valid) is the vector containing the labels 
of the seasons 
% corresponding with the vertical concatenation of these 
four vectors 
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winter_curtailment = curtailment_raw(winter); 
spring_curtailment = curtailment_raw(spring); 
summer_curtailment = curtailment_raw(summer); 
fall_curtailment   = curtailment_raw(fall); 
  
% select hours for each season 
% this creates a vector containing the hours corresponding 
to each 
% curtailment event during each season 
winter_hours =  hour_raw(winter); 
spring_hours =  hour_raw(spring); 
summer_hours =  hour_raw(summer); 
fall_hours   =  hour_raw(fall); 
% [winter_hours, winter_curtailment] 
% boxplot(log(winter_curtailment),winter_hours) 
  
% other variables 
% cell array containing strings for each season. this is 
used in naming 
% labels 
season_list_s = {"Winter", "Spring", "Summer", "Fall"}; 
  
%% analyze data - no transformation 
% run basic statistics 
% cell array makes it easier to loop through computations 
that need to be 
% carried out individually on each of the seasonal data 
seasonal_curtailment = {winter_curtailment; 
spring_curtailment; summer_curtailment; fall_curtailment}; 
seasonal_logical = {winter; spring; summer; fall}; 
  
for i = 1:4 
    for j = 1:24 
        % nt_ prefix means "not transformed" 
        nt_quartiles(i,j,:) = 
quantile(curtailment_raw(logical(seasonal_logical{i}.*hour{
j})),[.25 .50 .75]); % row x column is a season x hour 
        nt_median_val(i,j)  = median  
(curtailment_raw(logical(seasonal_logical{i}.*hour{j}))); 
        nt_mean_val(i,j)    = mean    
(curtailment_raw(logical(seasonal_logical{i}.*hour{j}))); 
        nt_stdev_val(i,j)   = std     
(curtailment_raw(logical(seasonal_logical{i}.*hour{j}))); % 
data is not normally distributed, so this is not meaningful 
    end 
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end 
  
%% analyze data - log transformation 
  
% transform data 
curtailment_log = log(curtailment_raw); 
  
% run statistics 
for i = 1:4 
    for j = 1:24 
        % nt_ prefix means "not transformed" 
        log_quartiles(i,j,:) = 
quantile(curtailment_log(logical(seasonal_logical{i}.*hour{
j})),[.25 .50 .75]); % row x column is a season x hour 
        log_median_val(i,j)  = median  
(curtailment_log(logical(seasonal_logical{i}.*hour{j}))); 
        log_mean_val(i,j)    = mean    
(curtailment_log(logical(seasonal_logical{i}.*hour{j}))); 
        log_stdev_val(i,j)   = std     
(curtailment_log(logical(seasonal_logical{i}.*hour{j}))); % 
data is not normally distributed, so this is not meaningful 
    end 
end 
  
%% save data 
save([pwd '/data/curtailment_by_season_hour.mat']) 
  
% calculate table 2 in paper: [nt_mean_val(1,[9 
10]),nt_mean_val(2,[9]), nt_mean_val(3,[8 9]), 
nt_mean_val(4,[10])]' 
% Calculate table 5 in paper: [[log_mean_val(1,[9 
10]),log_mean_val(2,[9]), log_mean_val(3,[8 9]), 
log_mean_val(4,[10])]', sqrt([log_stdev_val(1,[9 
10]),log_stdev_val(2,[9]), log_stdev_val(3,[8 9]), 
log_stdev_val(4,[10])])'] 
 

4.7 Appendix 2d: plot_curtailment.m 

%% plot untransformed data 
figure('Name','Untransformed 
Data','NumberTitle','off','Position', [0 0 960 1000]) 
  
y_limits = [-100 2300]; 
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subplot(2,2,1) 
boxplot(winter_curtailment,hour_raw(winter)) 
% hold on; 
plot(linspace(0,24,5),repmat(median(curtailment_raw(logical
(winter.*hour{13}.*is_valid))),1,5)); hold off; 
% plot(linspace(1,24,24),nt_median_val(1,:)); 
title('Winter Curtailment'); 
xlabel('Hour');ylabel('Curtailment (MWh)');ylim(y_limits); 
  
subplot(2,2,2) 
boxplot(spring_curtailment,hour_raw(spring)) 
title('Spring Curtailment'); 
xlabel('Hour');ylabel('Curtailment (MWh)');ylim(y_limits); 
  
subplot(2,2,3) 
boxplot(summer_curtailment,hour_raw(summer)) 
title('Summer Curtailment'); 
xlabel('Hour');ylabel('Curtailment (MWh)');ylim(y_limits); 
  
subplot(2,2,4) 
boxplot(fall_curtailment,hour_raw(fall)) 
title('Fall Curtailment'); 
xlabel('Hour');ylabel('Curtailment (MWh)');ylim(y_limits); 
  
fpath = [pwd '\Figures\']; 
filename = 'untransformed curtailment.jpg'; 
saveas(gcf,fullfile(fpath, filename)) 
  
%% plot log transformed data 
figure('Name','Log Transformed 
Data','NumberTitle','off','Position', [960 0 960 1000]) 
  
y_limits = [-4 8]; 
  
subplot(2,2,1) 
boxplot(curtailment_log(winter),hour_raw(winter)) 
% hold on; 
plot(linspace(0,24,5),repmat(median(curtailment_log(logical
(winter.*hour{13}))),1,5)); hold off; 
title('Winter Curtailment'); 
xlabel('Hour');ylabel('ln(Curtailment)'); ylim(y_limits); 
  
subplot(2,2,2) 
boxplot(curtailment_log(spring),hour_raw(spring)) 
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title('Spring Curtailment'); xlabel('Hour'); 
ylabel('ln(Curtailment)');ylim(y_limits); 
  
subplot(2,2,3) 
boxplot(curtailment_log(summer),hour_raw(summer)) 
title('Summer Curtailment'); xlabel('Hour'); 
ylabel('ln(Curtailment)');ylim(y_limits); 
  
subplot(2,2,4) 
boxplot(curtailment_log(fall),hour_raw(fall)) 
title('Fall Curtailment'); xlabel('Hour'); 
ylabel('ln(Curtailment)');ylim(y_limits); 
  
fpath = [pwd '\Figures\']; 
filename = 'log transformed curtailment.jpg'; 
saveas(gcf,fullfile(fpath, filename)) 
 

4.8 Appendix 2e: compute_utilization.m 

%% calculate utilization data 
clear,clc,load([pwd '/data/curtailment_data.mat']); 
  
% set model type either to mean only (benchmarking) or 
variance 
model_options = {'Mean Only';'Variance '}; 
model_type = 2; % specify model type here 
model_type = model_options{model_type}; % do not modify 
this 
  
max_electrolyzer_size = 30; 
available_capacity = 0.05; 
  
electrolyzer_size = linspace(1,max_electrolyzer_size,30)'; 
available_power = sum(curtailment_raw) * 
available_capacity; 
  
utilization = ones(length(electrolyzer_size),1); 
for i = 1:length(electrolyzer_size) 
    if model_type == 'Mean Only' 
        utilization(i) = 
utilization_rate(available_capacity, electrolyzer_size(i)); 
    elseif model_type == 'Variance ' 
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        utilization(i) = 
utilization_rate_v(available_capacity, 
electrolyzer_size(i)); 
    else 
        utilization(i) = 0; 
    end 
end 
  
save([pwd '/data/utilization_data.mat']); 
 

4.9 Appendix 2f: PtG_economics.m 

clear, clc, load([pwd '/data/utilization_data.mat']); 
%% input data 
electrolyzer_efficiency = 55; % kWh/kg H2 
electrolyzer_base_cost = 1000; % $/kW 
om_percentage = 0.20; % O&M as a percentage of CAPEX 
useful_life = 15; % years 
  
hydrogen_price = 2; % $/kg 
oxygen_price = 0.3; % $/kg 
power_price = 0; % $/MWh 
  
%% compute economic figures 
power_utilization = utilization .* electrolyzer_size; % 
average power usage 
power_utilized = power_utilization * 24 * 365; % MWh/year 
power_cost = power_utilized * power_price; % $/year 
percent_power_utilized = power_utilized ./ available_power; 
hydrogen_production = power_utilization * 24 * 1000 / 
electrolyzer_efficiency; % kg/day; MWh/h * 24 h/day * 
1000kWh/MWh * 1/electrolyzer_efficiency * kg/kWh 
oxygen_production = hydrogen_production * 8; %kg/day 
capex_om = electrolyzer_efficiency * electrolyzer_base_cost 
* (1 + om_percentage) ./ (useful_life * 365 * 24 * 
utilization); % $/kg H2 
  
annual_cost = capex_om .* hydrogen_production * 365; 
annual_revenue_H2 = hydrogen_production * 365 * 
hydrogen_price; 
annual_revenue_O2 = oxygen_production * 365 * oxygen_price; 
  
H2_profit = annual_revenue_H2 - annual_cost - power_cost; 
H2_O2_profit = H2_profit + annual_revenue_O2; 
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%% compute maximums 
H2_max_profit = max(H2_profit); 
H2_index = find(H2_profit == H2_max_profit); 
H2_E_size = electrolyzer_size(H2_index); 
H2_ROI = H2_profit(H2_index) / (annual_cost(H2_index) * 
useful_life)*100; 
  
H2_O2_max_profit = max(H2_O2_profit); 
H2_O2_index = find(H2_O2_profit == H2_O2_max_profit); 
H2_O2_E_size = electrolyzer_size(H2_O2_index); 
H2_O2_ROI = H2_O2_profit(H2_O2_index) / 
(annual_cost(H2_O2_index) * useful_life)*100; 
  
%% plot data 
%% Productivity  
max_ROI = max((H2_profit + annual_revenue_O2) ./ 
(annual_cost * useful_life)) * 1.1; 
line_size = 2; 
  
figure('Name',['PtG Sizing ' model_type ' model - 
productivity'],'Position', [50 150 1800 600]) 
% set(gcf, 'Visible', 'off') % do not display figure 
  
ax1 = axes; 
subplot(1,2,1,ax1); 
yyaxis left 
plot(ax1,electrolyzer_size,utilization*100,'LineWidth',line
_size) 
title(['Capacity Utilization vs Production Cost Tradeoff']) 
xlim([1 max_electrolyzer_size]) 
xlabel('Electrolyzer Size (MW)')  
ylabel('Capacity Utilization (%)') 
ytickformat(ax1, 'percentage'); 
  
yyaxis right  
plot(ax1,electrolyzer_size,capex_om + power_price/1000 * 
electrolyzer_efficiency,'LineWidth',line_size) 
ylabel('H_2 Production Cost ($/kg)') 
legend('Capacity Utilization Rate','H2 Production 
Cost','Location','north') 
ax1.FontSize = 14; 
ytickformat(ax1, 'usd'); 
  
ax2 = axes; 
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subplot(1,2,2,ax2) 
plot(ax2,electrolyzer_size, 
percent_power_utilized*100,'LineWidth',line_size) 
title('Power Utilization');  
% legend('% of Available Power 
Utilization','Location','northwest') 
ylim([0 105]); 
xlim([1 max_electrolyzer_size]) 
xlabel('Electrolyzer Size (MW)')  
ylabel('% of Available Power Utilized')  
ax2.FontSize = 14; 
ytickformat(ax2, 'percentage'); 
  
fpath = [pwd '\Figures\']; 
filename = [model_type ' Productivity.jpg']; 
saveas(gcf,fullfile(fpath, filename)) 
  
%% H2 Only Economics 
figure('Name',['PtG Sizing ' model_type ' model - H2 Only 
Economics'],'Position', [50 150 1800 600]) 
% set(gcf, 'Visible', 'off') % do not display figure 
  
ax3 = axes; 
subplot(1,2,1,ax3) 
plot(electrolyzer_size, annual_cost, ...  
     electrolyzer_size, annual_revenue_H2, ...  
     electrolyzer_size, H2_profit,'LineWidth',line_size) 
title('H_2 only economics');  
legend('Total Annual Cost','Annual Revenue','Annual 
Profit','Location','northwest') 
ylim([0 max(max(annual_cost),max(annual_revenue_H2 + 
annual_revenue_O2))]); 
xlim([1 max_electrolyzer_size]) 
xlabel('Electrolyzer Size (MW)')  
ylabel('USD ($)')  
ax3.FontSize = 14; 
ax3.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax3,'$%,.0f'); 
text(3, 100000, ... 
    ['Max Profit = $' num2str(H2_max_profit,'%9.0f')], ... 
    'FontSize',14) 
  
ax4 = axes; 
subplot(1,2,2,ax4) 
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plot(electrolyzer_size, H2_profit ./ (annual_cost * 
useful_life)*100,'LineWidth',line_size) 
title('H_2 only Return on Investment');  
% legend('ROI','Location','northeast') 
ylim([0 max_ROI*100]); 
xlim([1 max_electrolyzer_size]) 
xlabel('Electrolyzer Size (MW)')  
ylabel('ROI (%)')  
ax4.FontSize = 14; 
ytickformat(ax4, 'percentage'); 
  
fpath = [pwd '\Figures\']; 
filename = [model_type ' H2 only Economics.jpg']; 
saveas(gcf,fullfile(fpath, filename)) 
  
%% H2 + O2 Economics 
figure('Name',['PtG Sizing ' model_type ' model - H2 + O2 
Economics'],'Position', [50 150 1800 600]) 
% set(gcf, 'Visible', 'off') % do not display figure 
  
ax5 = axes; 
subplot(1,2,1,ax5) 
plot(electrolyzer_size,annual_cost,... 
     electrolyzer_size, annual_revenue_H2 + 
annual_revenue_O2,... 
     electrolyzer_size, H2_O2_profit,'LineWidth',line_size) 
title('H_2 + O_2 economics');  
legend('Total Annual Cost','Annual Revenue','Annual 
Profit','Location','northwest') 
ylim([0 max(max(annual_cost),max(annual_revenue_H2 + 
annual_revenue_O2))]); 
xlim([1 max_electrolyzer_size]) 
xlabel('Electrolyzer Size (MW)')  
ylabel('USD ($)')  
ax5.FontSize = 14; 
ax5.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax5,'$%,.0f'); 
text(H2_O2_E_size, H2_O2_max_profit*1.1, ... 
    ['Max Profit = $' num2str(H2_O2_max_profit,'%9.0f')], 
... 
    'FontSize',14) 
  
ax6 = axes; 
subplot(1,2,2,ax6) 
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plot(electrolyzer_size, H2_O2_profit ./ (annual_cost * 
useful_life)*100,'LineWidth',line_size) 
title('H_2 + O_2 Return on Investment');  
% legend('ROI','Location','northeast') 
xlim([1 max_electrolyzer_size]) 
ylim([0 max_ROI*100]); 
xlabel('Electrolyzer Size (MW)')  
ylabel('ROI (%)') ; 
ax = gca; 
ax.FontSize = 14; 
ytickformat(ax, 'percentage'); 
  
fpath = [pwd '\Figures\']; 
filename = [model_type ' H2 O2 Economics.jpg']; 
saveas(gcf,fullfile(fpath, filename)) 
  
%% Print results 
fprintf([newline 'Economic Summary of PtG Project' newline 
newline ... 
    'Model Type: ' model_type newline newline ... 
    'Hydrogen Price = $' num2str(hydrogen_price) '/kg' 
newline ... 
    'Oxygen Price = $' num2str(oxygen_price) '/kg' newline 
... 
    'Electrolyzer Base Cost = $' 
num2str(electrolyzer_base_cost) '/kW' newline newline]) 
fprintf(['H2 only best case:' newline ... 
    '   Electrolyzer Size: ' num2str(H2_E_size) ' MW' 
newline ... 
    '   Profit: $' num2str(H2_max_profit,'%8.0f') '/yr' 
newline ... 
    '   ROI: ' num2str(H2_ROI) '%%' newline newline]) 
fprintf(['H2 + O2 best case:' newline ... 
    '   Electrolyzer Size: ' num2str(H2_O2_E_size) ' MW' 
newline ... 
    '   Profit: $' num2str(H2_O2_max_profit,'%8.0f') '/yr' 
newline ... 
    '   ROI: ' num2str(H2_O2_ROI) '%%' newline newline]) 
 

4.10 Appendix 2g: Sensitivity_Analyses.m 

clear, clc, load([pwd '/data/utilization_data.mat']); 
%% input data 
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hydrogen_price_v = linspace(2,10,7);                          
% $/kg 
oxygen_price_v = linspace(0.25,1,7);                        
% $/kg 
power_price_v = linspace(-50,50,11);                         
% $/MWh 
electrolyzer_base_cost_v = linspace(300,1000,8);             
% $/kW 
  
for i = 1:length(hydrogen_price_v) 
    for j = 1:length(oxygen_price_v) 
        for k = 1:length(power_price_v) 
            for l = 1:length(electrolyzer_base_cost_v) 
                hydrogen_price         = 
hydrogen_price_v(i); 
                oxygen_price           = oxygen_price_v(j); 
                power_price            = power_price_v(k); 
                electrolyzer_base_cost = 
electrolyzer_base_cost_v(l); 
                economic_computations_only 
                 
                H2_max_profit_v(i,j,k,l)         = 
H2_max_profit; 
                H2_E_size_v(i,j,k,l)             = 
H2_E_size; 
                H2_ROI_v(i,j,k,l)                = H2_ROI; 
                H2_production_cost_v(i,j,k,l)    = 
H2_production_cost; 
  
                H2_O2_max_profit_v(i,j,k,l)      = 
H2_O2_max_profit; 
                H2_O2_E_size_v(i,j,k,l)          = 
H2_O2_E_size; 
                H2_O2_ROI_v(i,j,k,l)             = 
H2_O2_ROI; 
                H2_O2_production_cost_v(i,j,k,l) = 
H2_O2_production_cost; 
                utilization_rate_v(i,j,k,l)      = 
utilization(H2_O2_index); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%% Retrieve data 
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clearvars -except ... 
    hydrogen_price_v... 
    oxygen_price_v... 
    power_price_v... 
    electrolyzer_base_cost_v... 
    H2_max_profit_v ... 
    H2_E_size_v ... 
    H2_ROI_v ... 
    H2_production_cost_v ... 
    H2_O2_max_profit_v ... 
    H2_O2_E_size_v ... 
    H2_O2_ROI_v ... 
    H2_O2_production_cost_v... 
    utilization_rate_v 
  
% Base Case 
hydrogen_price = 2;             
oxygen_price = 0.25;            
power_price = 0;                
electrolyzer_base_cost = 1000;  
  
i = find(hydrogen_price_v == hydrogen_price); 
j = find(oxygen_price_v == oxygen_price); 
k = find(power_price_v == power_price); 
l = find(electrolyzer_base_cost_v == 
electrolyzer_base_cost); 
  
if i*j*k*l > 0 
    fprintf(['Summary of economics for the following key 
variables' newline]) 
    fprintf(['   hydrogen price         : ' 
num2str(hydrogen_price)         ' $/kg' newline]) 
    fprintf(['   oxygen price           : ' 
num2str(oxygen_price)           ' $/kg' newline]) 
    fprintf(['   power price            : ' 
num2str(power_price)            ' $/MWh' newline]) 
    fprintf(['   electrolyzer base cost : ' 
num2str(electrolyzer_base_cost) ' $/kW' newline]) 
    fprintf(newline)     
    fprintf(['Hydrogen only sales produce the following 
KPIs' newline ])                 
    fprintf(['   max profit               : ' 
num2str(H2_max_profit_v(i,j,k,l))         ' $/yr' newline]) 
    fprintf(['   electrolyzer size        : ' 
num2str(H2_E_size_v(i,j,k,l))             ' MW' newline]) 
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    fprintf(['   ROI                      : ' 
num2str(H2_ROI_v(i,j,k,l))                ' %%' newline]) 
    fprintf(['   Hydrogen production cost : ' 
num2str(H2_production_cost_v(i,j,k,l))    ' $/kg H2' 
newline]) 
    fprintf(newline) 
    fprintf(['Hydrogen & oxygen sales produce the following 
KPIs' newline ])                                                                       
    fprintf(['   max profit               : ' 
num2str(H2_O2_max_profit_v(i,j,k,l))      ' $/yr' newline]) 
    fprintf(['   electrolyzer size        : ' 
num2str(H2_O2_E_size_v(i,j,k,l))          ' MW' newline]) 
    fprintf(['   ROI                      : ' 
num2str(H2_O2_ROI_v(i,j,k,l))             ' %%' newline]) 
    fprintf(['   Hydrogen production cost : ' 
num2str(H2_O2_production_cost_v(i,j,k,l)) ' $/kg H2' 
newline]) 
    fprintf(newline) 
else 
    fprintf(['error: no value found for specified retrieval 
values' newline newline]) 
end 
  
  
%% plot max profit (H2 + O2) 
figure('Name',['H2 + O2 Max Profit'],'Position', [200 100 
1300 800]) 
  
subplot(2,2,1) 
plot(hydrogen_price_v,H2_O2_max_profit_v(:,j,k,l)) 
title('Hydrogen Price') 
xlabel('Hydrgen Price ($/kg)') 
ylabel('Profit ($/year)') 
ax = gca; 
ax.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax,'$%,.0f'); 
  
subplot(2,2,2) 
plot(oxygen_price_v,H2_O2_max_profit_v(i,:,k,l)) 
title('Oxygen Price') 
xlabel('Oxygen Price ($/kg)') 
ylabel('Profit ($/year)') 
xlim([oxygen_price_v(1) oxygen_price_v(end)]) 
ax = gca; 
ax.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
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ytickformat(ax,'$%,.0f'); 
  
subplot(2,2,3) 
plot(power_price_v,reshape(H2_O2_max_profit_v(i,j,:,l),[1,l
ength(power_price_v)])) 
title('Power Cost') 
xlabel('Power Cost ($/MWh)') 
ylabel('Profit ($/year)') 
ax = gca; 
ax.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax,'$%,.0f'); 
  
subplot(2,2,4) 
plot(electrolyzer_base_cost_v,reshape(H2_O2_max_profit_v(i,
j,k,:),[1, length(electrolyzer_base_cost_v)])) 
title('Electrolyzer Cost') 
xlabel('Electrolyzer Cost ($/kW)') 
ylabel('Profit ($/year)') 
ax = gca; 
ax.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax,'$%,.0f'); 
  
suptitle('Sensitivity Analysis on PtG Profit (H2 + O2 
Monetization)') 
  
fpath = [pwd '\Figures\']; 
filename = 'Profit H2 O2.jpg'; 
saveas(gcf,fullfile(fpath, filename)) 
  
%% plot ROI (H2 + O2) 
figure('Name',['H2 + O2 ROI'],'Position', [200 100 1300 
800]) 
  
subplot(2,2,1) 
plot(hydrogen_price_v, H2_O2_ROI_v(:,j,k,l)) 
title('Hydrogen Price') 
xlabel('Hydrgen Price ($/kg)') 
ylabel('ROI (%)') 
ax = gca; 
ytickformat(ax, 'percentage'); 
  
subplot(2,2,2) 
plot(oxygen_price_v, H2_O2_ROI_v(i,:,k,l)) 
title('Oxygen Price') 
xlabel('Oxygen Price ($/kg)') 
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ylabel('ROI (%)') 
xlim([oxygen_price_v(1) oxygen_price_v(end)]) 
ax = gca; 
ytickformat(ax, 'percentage'); 
  
subplot(2,2,3) 
plot(power_price_v, 
reshape(H2_O2_ROI_v(i,j,:,l),[1,length(power_price_v)])) 
title('Power Cost') 
xlabel('Power Cost ($/MWh)') 
ylabel('ROI (%)') 
ax = gca; 
ytickformat(ax, 'percentage'); 
  
subplot(2,2,4) 
plot(electrolyzer_base_cost_v,reshape(H2_O2_ROI_v(i,j,k,:),
[1, length(electrolyzer_base_cost_v)])) 
title('Electrolyzer Cost') 
xlabel('Electrolyzer Cost ($/kW)') 
ylabel('ROI (%)') 
ax = gca; 
ytickformat(ax, 'percentage'); 
  
suptitle('Sensitivity Analysis on PtG ROI (H2 + O2 
Monetization)') 
  
fpath = [pwd '\Figures\']; 
filename = 'ROI H2 O2.jpg'; 
saveas(gcf,fullfile(fpath, filename)) 
  
%% plot hydrogen production cost (H2 + O2) 
figure('Name',['H2 + O2 Production Cost'],'Position', [200 
100 1300 800]) 
  
subplot(2,2,1) 
plot(hydrogen_price_v,H2_O2_production_cost_v(:,j,k,l)) 
title('Hydrogen Price') 
xlabel('Hydrgen Price ($/kg)') 
ylabel('Production Cost ($/kg H_2)') 
ax = gca; 
ax.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax,'$%,.2f'); 
  
subplot(2,2,2) 
plot(oxygen_price_v,H2_O2_production_cost_v(i,:,k,l)) 
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title('Oxygen Price') 
xlabel('Oxygen Price ($/kg)') 
ylabel('Production Cost ($/kg H_2)') 
xlim([oxygen_price_v(1) oxygen_price_v(end)]) 
ax = gca; 
ax.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax,'$%,.2f'); 
  
  
subplot(2,2,3) 
plot(power_price_v,reshape(H2_O2_production_cost_v(i,j,:,l)
,[1,length(power_price_v)])) 
title('Power Cost') 
xlabel('Power Cost ($/MWh)') 
ylabel('Production Cost ($/kg H_2)') 
ax = gca; 
ax.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax,'$%,.2f'); 
  
  
subplot(2,2,4) 
plot(electrolyzer_base_cost_v,reshape(H2_O2_production_cost
_v(i,j,k,:),[1, length(electrolyzer_base_cost_v)])) 
title('Electrolyzer Cost') 
xlabel('Electrolyzer Cost ($/kW)') 
ylabel('Production Cost ($/kg H_2)') 
ax = gca; 
ax.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax,'$%,.2f'); 
  
suptitle('Sensitivity Analysis on PtG Production Cost (H2 + 
O2 Monetization)') 
  
fpath = [pwd '\Figures\']; 
filename = 'Production Cost H2 O2.jpg'; 
saveas(gcf,fullfile(fpath, filename)) 
  
%% plot max profit (H2 only) 
figure('Name',['H2 only Max Profit'],'Position', [200 100 
1300 800]) 
  
subplot(2,2,1) 
plot(hydrogen_price_v,H2_max_profit_v(:,j,k,l)) 
title('Hydrogen Price') 
xlabel('Hydrgen Price ($/kg)') 
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ylabel('Profit ($/year)') 
ax = gca; 
ax.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax,'$%,.0f'); 
  
subplot(2,2,2) 
plot(oxygen_price_v,H2_max_profit_v(i,:,k,l)) 
title('Oxygen Price') 
xlabel('Oxygen Price ($/kg)') 
ylabel('Profit ($/year)') 
xlim([oxygen_price_v(1) oxygen_price_v(end)]) 
ax = gca; 
ax.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax,'$%,.0f'); 
  
subplot(2,2,3) 
plot(power_price_v,reshape(H2_max_profit_v(i,j,:,l),[1,leng
th(power_price_v)])) 
title('Power Cost') 
xlabel('Power Cost ($/MWh)') 
ylabel('Profit ($/year)') 
ax = gca; 
ax.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax,'$%,.0f'); 
  
subplot(2,2,4) 
plot(electrolyzer_base_cost_v,reshape(H2_max_profit_v(i,j,k
,:),[1, length(electrolyzer_base_cost_v)])) 
title('Electrolyzer Cost') 
xlabel('Electrolyzer Cost ($/kW)') 
ylabel('Profit ($/year)') 
ax = gca; 
ax.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax,'$%,.0f'); 
  
suptitle('Sensitivity Analysis on PtG Profit (H2 only 
Monetization)') 
  
fpath = [pwd '\Figures\']; 
filename = 'Profit H2 only.jpg'; 
saveas(gcf,fullfile(fpath, filename)) 
  
%% plot ROI (H2 + O2) 
figure('Name',['H2 only ROI'],'Position', [200 100 1300 
800]) 
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subplot(2,2,1) 
plot(hydrogen_price_v, H2_ROI_v(:,j,k,l)) 
title('Hydrogen Price') 
xlabel('Hydrgen Price ($/kg)') 
ylabel('ROI (%)') 
ax = gca; 
ytickformat(ax, 'percentage'); 
  
subplot(2,2,2) 
plot(oxygen_price_v, H2_ROI_v(i,:,k,l)) 
title('Oxygen Price') 
xlabel('Oxygen Price ($/kg)') 
ylabel('ROI (%)') 
xlim([oxygen_price_v(1) oxygen_price_v(end)]) 
ax = gca; 
ytickformat(ax, 'percentage'); 
  
subplot(2,2,3) 
plot(power_price_v, 
reshape(H2_ROI_v(i,j,:,l),[1,length(power_price_v)])) 
title('Power Cost') 
xlabel('Power Cost ($/MWh)') 
ylabel('ROI (%)') 
ax = gca; 
ytickformat(ax, 'percentage'); 
  
subplot(2,2,4) 
plot(electrolyzer_base_cost_v,reshape(H2_ROI_v(i,j,k,:),[1, 
length(electrolyzer_base_cost_v)])) 
title('Electrolyzer Cost') 
xlabel('Electrolyzer Cost ($/kW)') 
ylabel('ROI (%)') 
ax = gca; 
ytickformat(ax, 'percentage'); 
  
suptitle('Sensitivity Analysis on PtG ROI (H2 only 
Monetization)') 
  
fpath = [pwd '\Figures\']; 
filename = 'ROI H2 only.jpg'; 
saveas(gcf,fullfile(fpath, filename)) 
  
%% plot hydrogen production cost (H2 only) 
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figure('Name',['H2 Production Cost'],'Position', [200 100 
1300 800]) 
  
subplot(2,2,1) 
plot(hydrogen_price_v,H2_production_cost_v(:,j,k,l)) 
title('Hydrogen Price') 
xlabel('Hydrgen Price ($/kg)') 
ylabel('Production Cost ($/kg H_2)') 
ax = gca; 
ax.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax,'$%,.2f'); 
  
subplot(2,2,2) 
plot(oxygen_price_v,H2_production_cost_v(i,:,k,l)) 
title('Oxygen Price') 
xlabel('Oxygen Price ($/kg)') 
ylabel('Production Cost ($/kg H_2)') 
xlim([oxygen_price_v(1) oxygen_price_v(end)]) 
ax = gca; 
ax.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax,'$%,.2f'); 
  
  
subplot(2,2,3) 
plot(power_price_v,reshape(H2_production_cost_v(i,j,:,l),[1
,length(power_price_v)])) 
title('Power Cost') 
xlabel('Power Cost ($/MWh)') 
ylabel('Production Cost ($/kg H_2)') 
ax = gca; 
ax.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax,'$%,.2f'); 
  
  
subplot(2,2,4) 
plot(electrolyzer_base_cost_v,reshape(H2_production_cost_v(
i,j,k,:),[1, length(electrolyzer_base_cost_v)])) 
title('Electrolyzer Cost') 
xlabel('Electrolyzer Cost ($/kW)') 
ylabel('Production Cost ($/kg H_2)') 
ax = gca; 
ax.YAxis.Exponent = 0; 
ytickformat(ax,'$%,.2f'); 
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suptitle('Sensitivity Analysis on PtG Production Cost (H2 
only Monetization)') 
  
fpath = [pwd '\Figures\']; 
filename = 'Production Cost H2 only.jpg'; 
saveas(gcf,fullfile(fpath, filename)) 
 

4.11 Appendix 2h: Economic_computations.m 

% this file is called by sensitivity analysis. do not run 
by itself 
%% input variable 
electrolyzer_efficiency = 55; % kWh/kg H2 
om_percentage = 0.20; % O&M as a percentage of CAPEX 
useful_life = 15; % years 
  
%% compute economic figures 
power_utilization = utilization .* electrolyzer_size; % 
average power usage 
power_utilized = power_utilization * 24 * 365; % MWh/year 
power_cost = power_utilized * power_price; % $/year 
percent_power_utilized = power_utilization * 24 * 365 ./ 
available_power; 
hydrogen_production = power_utilization * 24 * 1000 / 
electrolyzer_efficiency; % kg/day; MWh/h * 24 h/day * 
1000kWh/MWh * 1/electrolyzer_efficiency * kg/kWh 
oxygen_production = hydrogen_production * 8; %kg/day 
capex_om = electrolyzer_efficiency * electrolyzer_base_cost 
* (1 + om_percentage) ./ (useful_life * 365 * 24 * 
utilization); % $/kg H2 
  
annual_cost = capex_om .* hydrogen_production * 365; 
annual_revenue_H2 = hydrogen_production * 365 * 
hydrogen_price; 
annual_revenue_O2 = oxygen_production * 365 * oxygen_price; 
  
H2_profit = annual_revenue_H2 - annual_cost - power_cost; 
H2_O2_profit = H2_profit + annual_revenue_O2; 
  
%% compute maximums 
H2_max_profit = max(H2_profit); 
H2_index = find(H2_profit == H2_max_profit); 
H2_E_size = electrolyzer_size(H2_index); 
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H2_ROI = H2_profit(H2_index) / (annual_cost(H2_index) * 
useful_life)*100; 
H2_production_cost = capex_om(H2_index) + power_price/1000 
* electrolyzer_efficiency; % separated power cost from 
fixed costs 
  
H2_O2_max_profit = max(H2_O2_profit); 
H2_O2_index = find(H2_O2_profit == H2_O2_max_profit); 
H2_O2_E_size = electrolyzer_size(H2_O2_index); 
H2_O2_ROI = H2_O2_profit(H2_O2_index) / 
(annual_cost(H2_O2_index) * useful_life)*100; 
H2_O2_production_cost = capex_om(H2_O2_index) + 
power_price/1000 * electrolyzer_efficiency; % $/(kg H2 + 
8kg O2) 
 

4.12 Appendix 2i: utilization_rate.m 

% this function calculates capacity utilization based on 
the input of 
% electrolyzer size (in MW) and the percentage of the total 
power that is 
% made available (as a fraction between 0 and 1) 
% 
% calculates utilization based on mean values of 
curtailment data 
  
function annual_utilization_rate = 
utilization_rate(available_capacity, electrolyzer_size) 
    % initialize script 
    clc, load([pwd '/data/curtailment_by_season_hour.mat']) 
     
    % available_capacity = 0.1, electrolyzer_size = 30 
  
    % calculate average time undercurtailment (h) 
    available_time = available_mins/60; % fraction of the 
hour that curtailment is available during any given hour 
  
    for i = 1:4 
        for j = 1:24 
            index = 
logical(ismember(all_season_raw,season_list_s{i}).*hour{j})
; 
            % calculate the median available time including 
zeros (true average) 
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            ave_available_time(i,j) = 
mean(available_time(index)); 
        end 
    end 
  
    % get available curtialment (actual * % available) 
(MWh) 
    % available_curtailment = curtailment_raw .* 
available_capacity; 
  
    for i = 1:4 
        for j = 1:24 
            index = 
logical(ismember(all_season_raw,season_list_s{i}).*hour{j})
; 
            available_curtailment(i,j) = 
mean(curtailment_raw(index)).* available_capacity ./ 
ave_available_time(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
  
    % compute power utilized (min(electrolyzer size, 
curtailment rate) * available time) 
    power_utilized = min(electrolyzer_size, 
available_curtailment) .* ave_available_time; 
  
    % compute capital productivity (power utilized / 
electrolyzer size) 
    hourly_utilization = power_utilized / 
electrolyzer_size; 
    annual_utilization_rate = 
mean(mean(hourly_utilization)); % this is approximate. does 
not consider the variation in the number of days of each 
season 
end 
 

4.13 Appendix 2j: utilization_rate_v.m 

% this function calculates capacity utilization based on 
the input of 
% electrolyzer size (in MW) and the percentage of the total 
power that is 
% made available (as a fraction between 0 and 1) 
% 
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% this function considers the variance in power 
availability using the 
% log transformed data to convert it to a normal 
distribution 
  
function annual_utilization_rate = 
utilization_rate_v(available_capacity, electrolyzer_size) 
    %% initialize script 
    clc, load([pwd '/data/curtailment_by_season_hour.mat']) 
  
    % calculate average time undercurtailment (h) 
    available_time = available_mins/60; % fraction of the 
hour that curtailment is available during any given hour 
  
    for i = 1:4 
        for j = 1:24 
            index = 
logical(ismember(all_season_raw,season_list_s{i}).*hour{j})
; 
            % calculate the median available time including 
zeros (true average) 
            ave_available_time(i,j) = 
mean(available_time(index)); 
        end 
    end 
  
    % get available curtialment (actual * % available) 
(MWh) 
    % since these curtailment values are given in MWh / h, 
this is the same 
    % as MW 
    % available_curtailment = min(exp(curtailment_log) .* 
available_capacity, electrolyzer_size); 
  
    mu    = log_mean_val; 
    sigma = sqrt(log_stdev_val); 
    mu(isnan(mu)) = 0;       % set NaNs to zero 
    sigma(isnan(sigma)) = 0; % set NaNs to zero 
  
     
    n = linspace(-7,7,8); 
    p = [0.0013, 0.0215, 0.1359, 0.3413, 0.3413, 0.1359, 
0.0215, 0.0013]; 
    % this is the power that can be utilized based on the 
available power 
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    % and the electrolyzer capacity 
    for i = 1:4 
        for j = 1:24 
            available_curtailment(i,j) = ... 
                sum((p .* min(... 
                    exp(mu(i,j) + (n * sigma(i,j))/2 ) * 
available_capacity ./ ave_available_time(i,j), ... 
                    electrolyzer_size ... 
                ) ) ); 
        end 
    end 
  
    % compute power utilized (min(electrolyzer size, 
curtailment rate) * available time) 
    power_utilized = available_curtailment .* 
ave_available_time; 
  
    % compute capital productivity (power utilized / 
electrolyzer size) 
    hourly_utilization = power_utilized / 
electrolyzer_size; 
    annual_utilization_rate = 
mean(mean(hourly_utilization)); 
end 
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APPENDIX 3  

SUMMARIZED DATA FOR PTG 

 

Number of days in season 

Season Days 
Winter 89 
Spring 93 
Summer 94 
Fall 89 

 

Summary of curtailment by season and power source (all values in MWh) 

Season 2018 Solar Curtailment 2018 Wind Curtailment 2018 Total 
Winter 89,930 2,193 92,123 
Spring 194,925 21,641 216,565 

Summer 29,880 2,062 31,942 
Fall 117,621 2,790 120,412 

Total 432,357 28,686 461,043 
 

 

Summary of solar curtailment by season and time of day (eg hour 7 = 6:00am – 6:59am) 

Season Hour 
Total Curtailment 

(MWh) 
Average Curtailment 

(MWh) 
Fraction of Hour with 

Curtailment 

Winter 7 8 0.10 1% 

 
8 613 6.89 31% 

 
9 3,944 44.31 55% 

 
10 7,070 79.43 52% 

 
11 10,154 114.09 58% 

 
12 12,603 141.60 58% 

 
13 12,724 142.96 57% 
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14 13,746 154.45 58% 

 
15 15,736 176.81 57% 

 
16 9,703 109.02 46% 

 
17 3,212 36.09 18% 

 
18 410 4.60 3% 

 
19 9 0.10 1% 

Season Hour 
Total Curtailment 

(MWh) 
Average Curtailment 

(MWh) 
Fraction of Hour with 

Curtailment 

Spring 6 12 0.13 0% 

 
7 481 5.17 21% 

 
8 5,668 60.95 58% 

 
9 13,607 146.31 82% 

 
10 16,481 177.22 85% 

 
11 17,487 188.03 93% 

 
12 19,919 214.19 94% 

 
13 19,391 208.50 96% 

 
14 20,201 217.21 96% 

 
15 23,341 250.98 84% 

 
16 24,123 259.39 77% 

 
17 21,318 229.23 65% 

 
18 10,949 117.73 47% 

 
19 1,867 20.08 16% 

 
20 78 0.84 2% 

Season Hour 
Total Curtailment 

(MWh) 
Average Curtailment 

(MWh) 
Fraction of Hour with 

Curtailment 
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Summer 6 1 0.01 0% 

 
7 257 2.73 14% 

 
8 750 7.98 28% 

 
9 1,936 20.59 63% 

 
10 2,609 27.76 71% 

 
11 4,333 46.09 80% 

 
12 4,548 48.38 80% 

 
13 3,973 42.27 80% 

 
14 2,861 30.44 80% 

 
15 3,688 39.24 78% 

 
16 2,436 25.92 73% 

 
17 1,658 17.63 67% 

 
18 690 7.34 27% 

 
19 133 1.42 5% 

 
20 6 0.06 1% 

Season Hour 
Total Curtailment 

(MWh) 
Average Curtailment 

(MWh) 
Fraction of Hour with 

Curtailment 

Fall 7 11 0.13 0% 

 
8 726 8.15 12% 

 
9 8,176 91.87 49% 

 
10 21,170 237.86 75% 

 
11 20,800 233.70 77% 

 
12 17,400 195.50 81% 

 
13 14,057 157.95 79% 

 
14 13,828 155.37 80% 
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15 12,041 135.29 70% 

 
16 6,377 71.65 51% 

 
17 2,844 31.95 37% 

 
18 181 2.03 5% 

 
19 11 0.12 2% 
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APPENDIX 4  

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 

 

1. Data used in capture cost function regression in Chapter 2 is included in Capture 
Cost Data.xlsx 

 

2. Curtailment data is included in 2018data.xlsx 

 

 

Capture Cost 
Data.xlsx

2018data.xlsx


